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Meet the cool one... the new Jerrold Starline Twenty


Jerrold spared nothing to make it that way. Printed circuit boards, for instance, are sandwiched between two cast zinc plates to assure perfect thermal contact for dissipating heat from the aluminum thermal fingers linked to the major transistors. A 120 dB well gives access to the seized center conductor connection while making RF radiation undetectable with even high-precision laboratory instruments. What's more, a unique combination of differential AGC amplifier and the original Jerrold unijunction bridged attenuator provides the finest in ultra-flat control over the entire AGC range.

Whether you operate a Jerrold Starline Twenty in the 12-channel mode or the 20-channel mode, there is one thing certain: Every subscriber will receive crystal-clear black-and-white or true living color pictures. If you're interested in that kind of assurance, write CATV Systems Division, Jerrold Electronics, 401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105 or phone (215) 925-9870, TWX 710-670-0263.
to use **vikoa**'s 100% Modular Solid State Futura Amplifiers.

"I used my pull to get you all the facts you need to know about Futura 100% modular amplifiers... the new breed of solid state circuitry from the Vikoa workshop!"

Current guard power supply, reduces component heat, increases life, saves 30% electrical bills...100% modular plug-in amplifier housing...Variable tilt and gain controls...built in lightning protectors to 10,000 volts, over 60 amplifier cascadability.

External RF test points...Radiation protection equal to that of cable...Air Tight...total solid state capability...30 volts AC positive grip...screw down center conductor. One housing fits all modules and reduces costly inventories.

"I'm convinced...how about you?"

For more information, write for our full-color Futura catalog or call (collect).

**vikoa**

400 Ninth Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030 • N.Y. (212) 943-5793; N.J. (201) 656-2020
DECEMBER 20 IS OUR 15TH ANNIVERSARY!

We don’t think of it as 15 years of past history, though. It is 15 years of planning and preparation for next year — the biggest and best year for the Cable Television Industry!

CATV will be bigger and better in 1968. It will have more influence and be more important in the lives of the American Public.

Ameco will share in that future. We look forward to more advanced and efficient equipment for you; better service for your system, and improved systems design. In short, we will help you build better and more profitable systems in 1968!

That’s how we’ll celebrate our 15th! We hope you’ll celebrate with us by having a Merry Christmas and a Joyous New Year.
IN THIS ISSUE

Color VTRs for CATV

Although color origination on cable systems are not presently considered feasible, the rapidly decreasing price tag of color cameras is expected to make such programming possible within the next two years. Meanwhile, the development of a low-priced color VTR, says author Jan van Hemert, makes possible CATV origination of taped color programs obtained from outside sources. Read his explanation of Sony's new modified SECAM color system beginning on page 37.

Cablecasting Studio Guide

For the cable system operator who is initiating local programming on his system, a complete, step-by-step guide to cablecasting operations will be found beginning on page 48 of this issue. Although presented in basic terms, this article covers all essential elements of professional programming technique, and provides a handy review for experienced cablecasters as well as those just beginning.

Rebuilts and PR Problems

If you are planning an allband conversion, read John Monroe's article on page 52 of this issue. Keeping your subscribers happy while upgrading your plant and services can take some doing. And if you plan to shuffle your current channel numbers, don't count on word-of-mouth methods to inform your customers!

Viewers may require more education than you would expect when it comes to modified service, says John, and with your customer relations on the line, advance planning and sufficient PR efforts are a must.

CATV Spectrum Analyzers

Featured in the CATV Technician section, is I. Switzer's comprehensive explanation of spectrum analyzers as utilized for CATV. Beginning on page 74, he begins with a basic field strength meter, and works on through the operating principals of the spectrum analyzer, its applications, advantages and limitations.
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Once in a while it's good to slow down, relax and reflect on the past as well as look at the future. The CATV industry has made much progress since the holiday season last year. Anaconda Astrodata had a good year of progress too.

1968 promises to be an even better year for CATV. With the advancing state-of-the-art, more and improved systems will be built. The problems of our industry are sizable and challenging but we are confident that 1968 will be the year for surmounting obstacles and achieving solutions.

Thank you for your support during the past year. We, at Anaconda Astrodata, look forward to serving you in 1968.
On Criticism of the FCC...

A few days ago, I heard FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee tell a large audience of cable operators that the CATV industry is hurting its cause by characterizing FCC officials as "good guys or bad guys."

I strongly suspect that Mr. Lee was thinking of the cable television "trade press" when he made that remark — since TVC and CATV Weekly have been more outspoken than anyone else in criticism of FCC Commissioners. In fact, our editorials have even drawn criticism from a few CATV people who are worried that we may have been too harsh on some of the Commissioners and staff. With due respect to those who have expressed sincere concern...our answer is simply this: If we don't speak up for the industry at this crucial hour, who will?

We haven't labeled anyone as "good guys or bad guys" — but we have done the following in the editorial pages of CATV Weekly and TV Communications:

(1) Exposed the improper lobbying by FCC General Counsel Henry Geller, on behalf of copyright legislation that would be pleasing to the broadcasters;
(2) Revealed the fact that Mr. Geller's illegal contacts on Capitol Hill were made at the request of FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde and Commissioner Kenneth Cox;
(3) Commented on Commissioner Nicholas Johnson's changeable attitude toward CATV (we think highly of Commissioner Johnson — but want to know where he stands);
(4) Criticized the baseless assertion by Commissioner Cox that cable systems are preparing for "direct competition with the broadcasters."
(5) Accused Rosel Hyde of having "tunnel vision" where cable television is concerned;
(6) Reported the sudden "get tough with CATV" campaign that Commissioners Hyde, Cox, and Lee instituted right after the visit to the FCC by AMST officials.

One veteran observer of Washington affairs stated that Lee's complaint is proof that our editorials are having the intended effect...that the Commissioners are feeling the pressure of critical exposure of their conduct of FCC business. Far from hurting our cause, he says, these blunt editorials are creating a new sensitivity to cable industry welfare.

We agree with Fred Ford and Jack Crosby that relations with the FCC are so bad that they can't get any worse. So it seems a bit naive to worry about outspoken criticisms of the Commission hurting our industry's image. Certainly, we are not going to rely on Bob Lee or Ken Cox to advise us on how we should treat the FCC.

We feel that it is our duty to protest the anti-CATV actions of the FCC. Our exposure of illegal lobbying by an FCC staff member, for example, is made even more necessary by the fact that apparently we are the only ones willing to publicly condemn such activity.

The purpose of this editorial is not to defend our editorial position. Rather, it is to encourage cable television operators to ignore the claim by Commissioner Lee that the CATV industry loses ground by criticizing adverse Commission actions. After all, the Commissioners are employed by the taxpayers to serve the public interest. When it becomes obvious that two or three of these public servants are dedicated to crippling the cable television business, we see no reason for being bashful in our dissent.

So do not heed the advice of a Commissioner whose vote is apparently already committed to limiting your industry. The editorials of this publication and CATV Weekly are irritants to Mr. Lee, Mr. Hyde, and Mr. Cox only because the Commissioners know that cable operators will not stand for the prejudicial actions which the editorials expose.

Who will speak up? We will — and I hope you will, too.

Stan Smith
There's
a change
in our
name...

SUPERIOR CABLE CORPORATION

is now

SUPERIOR CABLE CORPORATION

Telephone Wire and Cable
TV Systems Cables and Connectors
Signal and Control Cable
Cable Pressurization Equipment
Panel Phone Pay Stations
Buried Plant Housings
Electronic Distribution Systems
Station Apparatus, Loading Coils, Accessories
Recording Traffic Analyzers
Pre-pay Pay Station Adapters
Cable Locators

To serve you better and faster direct all inquiries and orders for services and manufactured products to

SUPERIOR SALES and SERVICE DIVISION
P. O. Box 2327  Hickory, North Carolina  28601
Phone 704/328-2171

SUPERIOR CONTINENTAL CORPORATION

Marketing Division: Superior Sales and Service Division, Hickory, N. C.
Manufacturing Divisions: Superior Cable Division, Hickory, N. C.
Systems Equipment Division, Hickory, N. C.
Electronics Division, Euless, Texas
Communications Apparatus Co., Melrose Park, Ill.
Universal Controls Co., Dallas, Texas
Research and Development: Engineering and Research Center, Hickory, N. C.
Continental Telephone Laboratory, St. Louis, Mo.
A new problem looms for already restive cable operators. After several years under the shadow of copyright liability, adverse FCC rulings, threatened PUC regulation and the fear of telco domination...cable operators now face the "seige of the cities." Opportunistic city officials across the U.S. are mounting a "gold rush" for fat new revenues from CATV franchise fees. Figures such as 7%, 18%, 25% and 35% are tossed about by city officials with total indifference to economic realities. They will continue to receive enough encouragement from cable operators, both novices and old timers, to make franchise fee escalation a major problem for the next several years. Inevitable result will be hiked subscriber rates to cover the city's big "slice."

**Biggest problem to industry**, consequently, will be the threat of rate regulation arising from wide divergency in the cost of cable service in different communities. By mid-1968 these problems will be so severe that industry leaders will consider two possible solutions: (1) flat refusal to go along with cities' franchise tax demands and franchise auctioneering, and (2) legal challenge of the municipalities' right to levy franchise charges, other than nominal administrative fees. Neither approach is likely to succeed.

**Economic realities of cable television**, however, will eventually come to the aid of responsible operators. After a number of systems suffer severe financial problems due to high franchise fees, the "gold rush" may finally abate. But those cable operators who have "taken the bait" of dollar-minded city governments are likely to find themselves with long-range problems or, at best, with low-yield properties.

Don't expect resolution of the CATV copyright liability until October, 1968, at the earliest. Final answer will probably be a negotiated one, with legislators putting pressure on parties involved to reach essential agreement on key points before making new law. The anti-CATV broadcast forces are still holding out for terms that most cable operators would consider grossly unfair and unlivable. But the increasing stake of big broadcasters in the cable industry may have a moderating effect on the demands of NAB and AMST. Although cable holdings of such firms as Cox, Triangle, G-E, Cosmos and the networks themselves remain small in relation to broadcast interests, they are not likely to support an oppressive copyright formula.

**Technical manpower shortage**, which has plagued cable television for years will be greatly remedied over the next 2-3 years. National Cable Television (NCTI) is offering five separate correspondence courses, ranging from Installer/Technician to Microwave Field Engineer. Initial response suggests that the school will train about 1,000 technicians in its first year. About half of these are already employed in CATV. In addition, CATV extension courses are being offered by Pennsylvania State College and at least two vocational training schools are considering a CATV technical course. NCTA has appropriated funds for preparation of a curriculum guide covering the two courses now offered by Penn State. Skilled manpower will continue as a source of concern for CATV operators due to rapid industry growth. However, these educational efforts will do a great deal to improve both the quantity and quality of available cable television technicians and engineers.
You think your system is good?

CATViewers don't like snow... And we know, from Entron’s considerable experience, odds are even that your otherwise top-notch system has one or more channels somewhat snowy.

We also know your technicians get sick and tired of climbing your tower to change tubes in old-fashioned pre-amplifiers!

Spend $195 (includes power supply) per channel and make your subscriber (and your technicians) happy. The price is for the pre-amplifier we designed—the P-1 (it's all solid state).

Who decides how much snow a subscriber should swallow? We're taking the stand that anytime a systems engineer reads much less than 0 dBmV into the headend, your signal is six-sided marginal. The subscriber may not know exactly what's wrong, but he knows he has a bad picture. If you're a technical man, you know where snow comes from and you also know that headend ALC gets loose unless signal level is above 0 dBmV.

P-1 provides 30 dB minimum gain on low-band and 24 dBmV on high-band, while noise figure is held to a very low 4 dB. It's got to be mounted next to the antenna or else you'll be amplifying cable loss. The gain's worth the climb.

Ghosts? P-1 with its top-grade matched connector provides the best impedance match on the market. One of our people uses the word “sophisticated” in connection with P-1 connectors.

He's also fond of such statements as “...a 3-section helical resonator preselector filter rejects adjacent channels.”

P-1 keeps snow and ghosts away a long time with no attention: its vital parts are solid-state and have been frozen at -40° and baked at +140° in testing. Its levels have held constant!

We've built enough turnkey systems and worked on enough existing ones to know that P-1 betters marginal signals.

So you think you've got a good system? Check it out. Build up the weaker links with P-1. Our salesman will call if you ask for more information.

You think your system is good?
Without it, you have video sources. With it, you have a television production system!

TeleMation furnished cameras, old or new, are easily converted to full broadcast specs. Your subscribers will praise the crisp, roll-free picture quality. Your personnel will applaud the professional ease of operation and extended usefulness of the system concept.

Systematic planning with compatible components is the way to start. The CABLECASTER® concept is the way to orderly growth — the way to maximum utilization — the way to excellence in program origination.

Live Cameras

In CABLECASTER® systems inexpensive industrial cameras with TeleMation modifications are converted to full broadcast specifications. Yet they will instantly revert to self-contained 2:1 interface operation if fitted with TeleMation's industrial sync generator. All cameras are automatically synchronized for smooth professional switching. A single cable carries all signals and power, adding greatly to the appearance and convenience of operation.

WEATHER CHANNEL™ '97

CATV operators can now take full advantage of the many plus features of the TMW-97 WEATHER CHANNEL® — remote mirror positioning, remote slide change, 16 mm film accessory, and split screen presentations are all easily accomplished. Your WEATHER CHANNEL® old or new is converted to broadcast specs when operated with a TMV-600 video control center using EIA sync.

where experience powers pace-setting products!
The most significant development ever for CATV program origination

Features —
• Solid-state, synchronous vertical interval switching
• EIA or Synchronous Industrial scanning
• Separate program and preview buses — six inputs
• Cameras convertible to self-contained operation
• Built-in video level meter with gain and pedestal controls
• Desk-top mounting for one-man operation

Write or phone collect today for expert planning assistance.
Request Form TPB-90 for complete technical data.

Non-Duplication Switcher
The split-minute switching capability of the TMP-205 provides automatic transient free switching when remotely controlling the TMV-600 video control center.

Video Tape Recorders
The "VTR" output of the TMV-600 can be switched to either preview or program switcher buss, permitting recording sessions without disturbing "on-air" operation. Video outputs of each VTR connect to separate switcher inputs.
TECHNICAL CONTROVERSY ENCOURAGED

• As you know, much controversy exists over the use of the mid-band. To a pilot the debate and proposed prohibition of certain frequencies on the basis of danger to aircraft is downright silly. On the general subject of controversial engineering topics, I think you should encourage expression of opinions divergent from the NCTA Standard Committee's... or any other body.

Philip D. Hamlin
Electronic Consultant
Seattle, Washington

We agree, as do most interested parties, that the exchange of ideas is vital to industry development—on management, political and technical topics. At the same time, of course, we support the efforts of NCTA's Standards Committee and the Engineering Subcommittee in particular. Archer Taylor and his committee members are conscientiously pursuing difficult but necessary technical standards, and are therefore due our thanks. As to the controversy on using the lower mid-band frequencies for CATV, we invite readers to see Mr. Hamlin's article in this issue, and also to review Archer Taylor's article on CATV Standards in our November issue.

MORE INFORMATION WANTED

• I have read the article "Construction and Maintenance of an Underground Distribution System" in the September issue of TV Communications, and I wonder whether you can furnish the address of the Raybestos-Manhattan Company that makes the adhesive Number 84012 mentioned in the article. I enjoy the magazine very much, and it contains much useful information.

H. C. Ford, Jr.
Granite, Oklahoma

John S. Booth, author of the article mentioned, kindly supplied the address as follows: Raybestos-Manhattan Inc., Raybestos Division, P. O. Box 1021, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06601.

• In your October issue of TV Communications, you carried an article by Robert Finehout, vice-president of Association Films. The article mentions that free films were available for TV. Would you be kind enough to supply the address of the Broadcast Information Bureau...I would like to send for the "Free Film Source Book" that Mr. Finehout mentions.

William J. Keenan
General CATV Inc.
Delran, New Jersey

• In the October issue of TVC, I read a very interesting article titled "Free Films for Cablecasting" by Robert Finehout of Association Films. He mentions a "Free Film Source Book" published by the Broadcast Information Bureau. Would you please supply the addresses of both Association Films and the Broadcast Information Bureau?

Ralph Hillard
Farmington Cable TV
Farmington, New Mexico

Thank you for your interest, gentlemen. The addresses requested are as follows: Broadcast Information Bureau, 535 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.; Association Films, Inc., 600 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.

CATV PIONEERS RESPOND

• Forgive me for being so tardy in writing this thank you note to you for the very fine plaque declaring me a CATV Pioneer. I have been in Europe for the past several weeks, and have just returned. May I congratulate you on the very fine trade magazine which you have developed over the years.

Dean M. DeVoe
The DeVoe Company
Barstow, California

• Please excuse this delayed thank you note for the CATV Pioneer plaque...I'm sort of retired now, and have been doing quite a bit of traveling, so have been away much of this year. Thanks again for the honor of being selected as a CATV Pioneer, and especially for the handsome plaque.

Fred G. Goddard
Tele-Vue Systems, Inc.
Aberdeen, Washington

SOME SHARED PROBLEMS

• As a United Kingdom subscriber to your excellent publication I was most interested in your articles on buried CATV plant. My company operates a number of rural TV relay systems and cable burial is of considerable interest to us. We have buried quite a large amount of cable with our Vermeer Trencher and by a home-made plough attached to our landrover. We are now seeking a vibratory unit to fit a plough direct to our trencher. Our problem is that in a lot of our rural areas there is quite a lot of stone and we are not too sure if the vibratory plough will handle this—it certainly hammers the digging chain of our trencher. Perhaps some of your advertisers or readers may be able to advise us on these matters.

CATV operation in the U.K. seems to be similar to that in your own country but we are allowed to relay only the programmes intended to serve the area—out of area programmes are frowned upon. Narrow-band (40-70 mc/s) and wide-band (40-240 mc/s) systems are both in use. Our main trouble is individual wayleaves on private property. Most equipment up to now has been valved. Early solid-state equipment proved very unpleasant although the equipment now being made appears to be different altogether.

My company operates both TV rental (a very competitive line) and CATV. We much prefer the latter since we have less trouble, a quicker financial return and much less bad-debt. I certainly do look forward to receiving your magazine and comparing notes—please keep up the good work.

H. N. Storey, Director
H. N. Storey Ltd.
Gateshead, United Kingdom

Thank you for your interest and encouragement. It may well be that some of our readers can offer ideas on your underground construction problems.

December, 1967
IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE...

TOP
QUADRATE CHANNELER ANTENNAS
-eliminate co-channel interference with high gain, wide band, narrow beamwidth design. Standard configurations available for VHF, UHF, and long distance applications.

TO
PREAMPLIFIERS
-minimize adjacent channel interference with reliable solid state construction. Field-effect-transistor front ends can accept 10 to 20 dB higher unwanted signal levels than ordinary bi-polar transistor preamplifiers.

BOTTOM
RECEIVERS
-optimize head-end performance with low-noise modular units. Separate AGC systems eliminate the effects of selective fading. Field-effect-transistor RF amplifiers minimize spurious responses and cross modulation. Compatible with existing commercial equipment.

For further information, contact Tom Smith, Marketing Manager, CATV

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC.
Box 13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30324
Tel. 404-938-2930, TWX 810-766-4912.
She Makes The Difference

(Editor's Note: This month's Management Corner topic has been graciously supplied by Jim Barrett, manager of the ACT system in Pecos, Texas. We are pleased to pass on his most worthwhile ideas to other managers.)

For a long time I have wanted to write about my great admiration for the gals that make us managers look good (I mean better). A manager's success often depends on his office girl's personality, appearance and tact. He must remember that she will probably be the first person a customer sees when he enters the office, and that her dress, her attitude, and general demeanor will affect the image of the company and the manager.

She must be careful that her attitude and enthusiasm bespeaks confidence and shows the customer she enjoys working there and that he, the customer, will always receive courteous service from every company employee.

She should always be on the alert to recognize a customers voice on the telephone (if he has called before) to call him by name, and make him feel, by her cheerful response, that his call is the most important of the day. Regardless of her many assignments, she should try to never give the impression of harassment in telephone conversations or over the counter.

Part of a good office girl's self-discipline is her ability to turn on that certain charm when called on to handle difficult customer relation problems. She also takes pride in her work and the company, and has the respect of her associates, both male and female.

The good office girl has the courage, the fineness, and the fortitude to front for a busy manager in almost any situation. She can assume responsibility and not assume control. She is conscious hourly and daily of her responsibility to her boss, and by helping him, she is part of the foundation upon which rests the future of his management success and the growth of the system he manages.

Such a girl-Friday doesn't panic, but can think through to a successful conclusion. The office girl is called upon to help the manager with his personal business too, as well as working for new connects and satisfied customers at all times. She can make the difference between "good" and "outstanding" in both the manager and his system.

Probably a major determinant that results in such an exceptional employee is the attitude of you, the system manager. People tend to treat others as they have been treated themselves. Witness the proverbial situation where the man is raked over the coals at the office by the boss or a grumpy customer. As soon as he gets home, he promptly bawls out his wife. She, in turn, gripes at the children who pass the ball along by kicking the cat. If you are rude, harsh, and lack understanding and sympathy toward your office personnel, they will more than likely be harsh and rude with subscribers, or potential subscribers. It's unlikely that such a volley will result in the family cat getting kicked, but you can be sure that the cable firm will receive a jolt or two around the dinner table.

As a businessman and community leader, it is paramount that the system operator never forget that "kindness pays", and that this adage is especially true in the area of employee relations.

December, 1967
Here are 4 prime reasons why COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS CORP is your best choice for CATV turnkey construction:

1. **Engineering**
   CSC utilizes its own professional engineering department to serve you better. Total integration of system design and construction, including complete head-end surveys, assures efficiency in building, highest system performance. CSC specializes in total CATV system design and construction... understands your problems... knows how to solve them. State-of-the-art design concepts are employed to give you the most for your investment.

2. **Construction**
   CSC backs every project with 6 years' nationwide experience in CATV system construction, including both aerial and underground techniques. Only full-time, permanent personnel — people that know CATV — form CSC's crews. Surveyors... linemen... technicians... all are craftsmen whose only standard is to give you maximum quality. Veteran experience guides every step of construction.

3. **Independence**
   Benefit from the unique services of an independent contractor. No direct ties with equipment manufacturers or suppliers assures selection of equipment based on maximum return for your investment, without arbitrary selecting of brands. CSC is completely objective in this vital function. Selection is made for your system's requirements... done with your unique problems in mind. CSC works full-time with you as well as for you.

4. **Extra Service**
   CSC handles the entire system design and construction project for you. Every detail is planned to remove the worry from your shoulders. This includes all liaison with telephone and power companies to determine pole line re-arrangements. Total CATV experience guarantees superior workmanship in every phase of construction, done by people who enjoy working for you.

Let CSC handle your turnkey project... we'll make your problems our problems.

Call Jim Nishimura

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS CORP.
140 EAST MAIN STREET • HUNTINGTON, N.Y. 11743 • (516) 271-1262

COMPLETE SYSTEM CAPABILITY
Craftsman Craftsman Craftsman
We repeat - It's the Craftsman that count

Modular Directional Tap

20 Channel Capability

Craftsman

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
133 West Seneca St., Manlius, N.Y. 13104
Area Code 315 682-9105
PRESIDENT JOHNSON SIGNS PUBLIC BROADCASTING ACT

President Johnson is shown signing the Public Broadcasting Act as architects of the legislation look on (left to right): Representatives Wm. L. Springer (R-Ill.), Torbert H. Macdonald (D-Mass.), Harley O. Staggers (D-W. Va.); Senators Norris Cotton (R-N. H.) and John O. Pastore (D-R. I.); Alan Pifer, president of the Carnegie Corp.; Dr. James Killian, Jr., chairman of Carnegie Commission on ETV; and John W. Gardner, secretary of the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare.

At the signing, the President announced the first two members of the board. Named were Milton S. Eisenhower, president emeritus of Johns Hopkins University and James R. Killian Jr., chairman of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and head of the Carnegie Commission, which proposed the Act. In his statement, the President looked ahead to an era in which satellites and computers will be linked together in a system which would make it possible for doctors to be in touch with distant hospitals and for students to have access to far-away libraries by means of an "electronic knowledge bank." Cable men on hand for the signing were NCTA president Frederick W. Ford and Joel Smith, executive assistant to the president of Jerrold Corp.

HOUSE COMMERCE COMMITTEE HALTS FCC PROGRAM ON PAY-TV

The House Commerce Committee has instructed the FCC to refrain for a year from implementing its proposal to authorize broadcast pay-TV. Acting on a Communications and Power Subcommittee resolution, the parent committee added the one-year stipulation, and just before this, another "whereas" clause stating that "it has not been established to the satisfaction of this Committee that authority to license subscription television operations comes within the power of the Commission under the provision of the Communications Act."

TIME-LIFE DROPS LEASEBACK; CITY BREAKS TELCO POLICY

Developments in Lake Charles, Louisiana have resulted in a losing round for Ma Bell in the form of the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. The outcome in the conflict left Southern Bell unable to enforce its customary pole attachment policy which allows but one CATV party on telco poles at a time. Winners in the battle are KAOK-CATV, which exchanged a leaseback arrangement for a pole attachment agreement, and the city of Lake Charles, which proved that it does have power to decide what happens in its public domain.

In 1964 the city granted a franchise to Louisiana Cable TV, Inc. but the company showed little immediate activity in system construction. At Southern Bell's request, the city later granted a second franchise to KAOK-CATV, Inc., a subsidiary of Time-Life Broadcast, which began to utilize one mile of leaseback plant — but found the arrangement unsatisfactory. According to KAOK, telco service was below par technically, and the financial arrangements made profitable operation impossible, so application was made for a regular pole attachment. Southern Bell had, in the meantime, placed a six-months extension on its agreement with Louisiana Cable, thus allowing them to meet the conditions of their expiring franchise with the city of Lake Charles as well as those of their expiring pole attachment agreement. In the face of a protest from
Late News (Continued)

KAOK, Southern did agree to allow KAOK to place cable on poles outside the city limits but still refused them access to poles in the city proper. It was learned later that Southern Bell itself had never been granted a franchise by the city and that Southern and Gulf States Utilities had entered a joint pole attachment agreement in 1931 which prevented either from allowing a third party on the poles without the other's permission.

At this point the Lake Charles city council stepped in and declared that Gulf States had no authority to say who was to use the poles located on the public domain, and GSU promptly gave permission for KAOK to start stringing cable. In protest to this development Southern Bell filed suit in the U.S. District Court to enjoin GSU and KAOK from placing cable on GSU poles, basing the suit on the 1931 agreement. The judge ruled in favor of Southern Bell.

The mayor and city council of Lake Charles immediately asked the judge to allow the city to intervene and ordered that utility companies were to allow franchised CATV operations to place cable on telco poles. At this, the restraining order was lifted, and construction got under way once again. Southern Bell is expected to appeal, but district court Judge Edwin F. Hunter has indicated that the appeal will probably be ineffective. "... this (city) ordinance is valid on its face and in my judgement this court should not interfere with its enforcement until such time as a complete hearing on the merits have been heard... Federal courts should practice judicial restraint in setting aside municipal ordinances merely because they are attacked," the judge concluded.

READOUT NEWS SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

The availability of a readout news service for CATV has just been announced by Television Presentations, Inc. and United Press International. The system, labeled "Alphamatic News," provides subscribers with 24-hour world and local news as well as stock market quotations. Heart of the system is a device manufactured by RCA Victor, Ltd., known as a character generator. The character generator converts a telegraph signal to words which appear as sentences flowing across the television set at an easily readable flow. Each line holds 42 characters. When 12 lines of copy are presented, the copy is erased (except for the bottom line) and the entire sequence starts again at the top.

JERROLD-GENERAL MERGER APPROVED BY STOCKHOLDERS

Shareholders of both firms have approved the acquisition of the Jerrold Corporation by General Instrument Corporation. The vote of General Instrument shareholders for the acquisition was 3,607,559 shares in favor of the merger and 20,344 against it. Jerrold shareholders approved the acquisition by a vote of 2,068,929 to 14,118. Under terms of the agreement between the two companies, General Instrument will issue seven-tenths of a share of its common stock for each of the 2,392,667 shares of Jerrold common outstanding. In addition to supplying CATV equipment and building turnkey systems, Jerrold has ownership interests in 18 CATV systems, plus approximately 25 additional CATV franchises in various parts of the country. General Instrument manufactures electronic systems and components, notably integrated circuits.
Now from Standard Kollsman Industries

New **IMAGICON**™ eliminates double image pick-up in strong TV signal areas

Converts CATV, MATV, and off-the-air VHF signals to an unused channel on the TV receiver for crisp, clear, color and black & white picture reception.

TV viewers in strong signal areas need never see double again! New Imagicon's transistorized tuner selects and converts any of 12 standard VHF channels to 40 MHz. Then a fixed frequency converter converts the 40 MHz signal to one channel, 12 or 13, through a power output connection to the TV receiver. Unwanted station signals, no matter how strong, cannot interfere with picture reception. The result is a clean, crisp picture completely clear of double image interference. New Imagicon can be placed on the TV set or up to 30 feet away. Switched output receptacle provided for TV receiver. Compact Imagicon is styled in handsome beige, blends with any decor. Installation is quick and easy. U.L. approved. For complete details about new Imagicon, write or phone.

Who needs it...

- CATV and MATV Installations
- Hospitals and Institutions
- Schools and Universities
- Coaxial Home Installations

TUNER DIVISION Standard Kollsman INDUSTRIES, INC.

2085 N. HAWTHORNE AVE. • MELROSE PARK, ILL. 60160 • 312-287-3800
FCC Jurisdiction To Be Considered by Supreme Court

"Certiiorari granted
No. 363 U.S. vs. Southwestern Cable Co.
No. 428 Midwest Television Inc. vs. Southwestern Cable Co.
"The petitions for writs of certiorari are granted and the cases are placed on the summary calendar. The cases are consolidated and two hours are allotted for oral argument. Mr. Justice Marshall took no part in the consideration or decision of these petitions." The U.S. Supreme Court gave notice last week that it would review the San Francisco Appeals Court rebuffer of the FCC in the now celebrated San Diego cable case. The same case is making its way through internal appeal machinery at the Commission, where the last move was an examiner's initial decision finding no evidence of any CATV effect on San Diego TV.

San Diego Case May Not Be Adequate

It is the government which wants this test. Cablemen would rather accept a limited reversal of the FCC last April in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th District and try full jurisdiction somewhere else where it has been "thoroughly briefed." The seven-company cable appeal from FCC jurisdiction argued Oct. 16 in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit in St. Louis would be a better test of jurisdiction, cable counselors say.

The case can be fought either on "narrow" or "broad" basis. Narrow consideration would limit arguments and conclusions to the San Diego case in particular, while a broad-ground approach would have industry-wide implications. Some feel that the San Diego case is not the best case to test FCC jurisdiction. It is felt that the jurisdictional issue would be better served by a case designed at the outset to test jurisdiction. New petitioners' briefs, due in 60 days, followed by briefs from the respondent cable companies in the succeeding 30 days, will help determine whether the case is fought on narrow or broad ground. Of the former, Arthur Scheiner, attorney for Southwestern Cable Co., said, "I'm confident we'll win on that score, that the FCC does not have the authority to issue a so-called temporary stay without a hearing, where a CATV operator is in compliance with all the local requirements of the FCC." He explained that the temporary basis is in effect "a couple of years" and added, "that ain't temporary and it ain't due process. I'm confident that the Supreme Court will agree."

The Government Brief

The U.S. Brief said the No. 1 question is "whether the FCC has jurisdiction to regulate non-microwave CATV" and No. 2, "whether it has the power to issue an interim order maintaining the status quo pending a hearing to determine the impact on local free television of distribution by CATV of signals from other areas of the country."

The KFMB-TV brief similarly placed priority on jurisdiction. NCTA is taking the "narrow" view of the issues but conceded in its membership bulletin that "A landmark decision could result if the Court elects to consider the broad basic question of FCC jurisdiction."

Many CATV legal counsels anticipate that the Court's consideration of the San Diego case may cause it also to sit up and take notice on the Fortnightly-United Artists copyright case. This could mean direct involvement by the Supreme Court in the CATV copyright issue.

FCC Examiner Rules For CATV In San Diego

If an initial decision made recently in the San Diego distant-signal case stands, cable systems there will be able to bring in Los Angeles TV, and American Television Relay Inc. will have a permit to microwave it. This is subject to Commission final decision, however, and the inevitable exceptions that will undoubtedly be taken by interested parties in the case. It is expected to be spring before the question can be argued.

Hearing examiner Chester F. Naumowicz Jr. ordered San Diego cable limitations removed and said in his initial decision that "there is no evidence that CATV-produced competition, has had any effect whatsoever on the service offered the public by the San Diego television stations or the ability of those stations to continue offering that service."

In addition to CATV non-duplication protection of VHF network programs, Mr. Naumowicz specified protection of syndicated programs. He ordered that stations and cable systems submit a syndicated program protection agreement in 60 days, or advise the Commission that they cannot agree and the Commission will retain jurisdiction.

The examiner wrote off two touchy points. On cable program origination, he said that it probably would be similar to current local programming and, "if there is little need for such programming, there is equally little harm in it." He also questioned authority to restrict San Diego CATV on an economic basis. On UHF: "the loss of these stations' services would be virtually unnoticed by the public in San Diego."

The initial decision follows a hearing which began Dec. 12, 1966. That followed a Commission order July 20, 1966, requiring CATV systems in San Diego to confine their distribution of Los Angeles television signals to subscribers in areas where the systems had been operating on or before Feb. 15, 1966. (date Second Report and Order went into effect), with the hearing designated on CATV impact on San Diego stations.
Schildaue: Copyright Will Not Determine the Future of CATV

Some encouragement can be taken from statements by CATV Task Force Chief Sol Schildaue, who recently addressed the combined NCTA-Mid-America Association meeting in Kansas City. Although Schildaue feels that nobody really has the answers regarding CATV regulation, he feels certain that CATVers can "reasonably expect that the search for answers will be conducted in an environment less hostile than may have appeared to threaten a year ago." The Task Force head went on to predict that the copyright issue will continue to hold center stage in CATV legislation until it is finally resolved. He asserted that copyright legislation will have considerable effect on CATV in years to come but that it won't necessarily determine the future..."

Schildaue elucidated further on the posture of CATV before the Federal Communications Commission, relating facts that evidence improvement in the relationship: "Importantly, the Commissioners — as distinct from the Commission — already demonstrate that they are increasingly attracted by the possibilities of CATV. This is evidenced both by their interest in attending your regional meetings, and by their efforts to suggest promising paths for the cable industry. Commissioners Loevinger, Wadsworth, Lee, Cox, and Johnson all took time out from very busy schedules in order to participate."

FCC Might Okay Local Origination

"Any discussion of comforting developments must also count mounting Commission encouragement of the industry's interest in opening up its potential for originating. Fred Ford can tell you, of course, about not counting on your own assessment of how the votes will go. But within the last 10 days or so, Commissioner Loevinger again and Commissioners Johnson and Wadsworth have spoken approvingly of local origination. And if convincing the Commission is the key, that isn't a bad start.

"Now I don't think that local origination is going to solve all of CATV's problems. Like some of you, I believe that the pitfalls are numerous..."

FCC Jurisdiction May Be Settled

"One final matter. This past Monday, the Supreme Court of the United States agreed to review the extent of the Commission's jurisdiction over CATV. What this means is that we can now look forward to a reasonably early resolution of this fundamental question. The probabilities suggest that the Court will fully affirm the Commission's authority. This would come as no surprise to me and should not be a disappointment to you. This industry, by virtue of its very promise, invites some form of government regulation. And that promise will be more smoothly realized as uncertainties are removed. My personal view is that this will prove of long-range benefit to you."

(News continued on next page)

"We'd like to put our 20 years' tower experience to work for you."

For two decades Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc., president T. W. "Tommy" Moore has been building high quality communications towers. His experience, coupled with state-of-the-art design and manufacturing techniques, is your assurance that a Fort Worth tower is the most reliable tower you can buy.

Since the early days of CATV, Fort Worth Tower Co. has specialized in CATV towers and support equipment. Properly supplying the growing CATV industry is a full time job...not a side line. Every tower is individually engineered to fit each system's unique requirements — and Fort Worth Tower Co. offers a complete array of support equipment, including headend buildings, micro-wave reflectors, equipment lifts, and many other related items. You get maximum performance with a perfect match of equipment and accessories.

Wide experience...specialized products... economical prices... All reasons why Fort Worth Tower Company is still LEADER IN ITS FIELD. For full information, write or call collect today.

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc.
P.O. BOX 8597 / 5201 BRIDGE STREET / FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76112
FORT WORTH PH. (817) JE 6-5676 • DALLAS PH. (214) AN 4-2822

TV Communications
Lineman Receives Valor Award

The third day of the National Cable Television Association regional in Philadelphia was a technical session, topped by a surprise award at the closing luncheon. It was conferred by Pennsylvania cablemen on lineman Ronald Viney for heroism in a vain attempt to save Charles Whited, who died in Indiana, Pa., when he touched a high voltage line. Viney carried an ambulance attendant up the pole and supported him on his back while he tried to save Whited.

Ford Criticizes FCC

Frederick W. Ford, president of the NCTA, said that CATV relations with the FCC have reached their lowest point. In his opening luncheon speech at the regional meeting in Philadelphia, Mr. Ford went on to say that the FCC is "making one ruling after another to contain CATV" instead of trying to integrate it into the electronic mass communications. He pointed out that the Commission failed in the beginning to prepare to assert jurisdiction over cable when they did not hold elaborate hearings or conduct a "valid investigation" as was done concerning UHF, or network programming.

Among CATV grievances with the FCC, Mr. Ford listed the Fortnightly Corp. – United Artists copyright case, the Triangle Publications proposed test of cable impact in Philadelphia and the Commission's overall assertion of "negative jurisdiction to protect broadcasting". However, he was encouraged by FCC Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumiewicz's initial decision recently in the San Diego Distant-signal case. The Examiner's initial decision held that there was no evidence that CATV competition had any effect on broadcasting.

The NCTA executive told the associations that this is a "year of decision" where legislation and legal technicality are concerned. He sighted the copyright extension introduced by Sen. McClellan as an example of progress and included the Supreme Court hearing on the Fortnightly appeal as another milestone. Mr. Ford said that the antagonists who are opposing CATV in Washington are represented by 10 to 20 full-time men and that the NCTA hopes to employ a fulltime representative in the near future. Other encouraging aspects include the recent decision against a teleco who refused use of poles to a CATV system in Lake Charles, La.

Commission Requests Larger Task Force Next Year

There will be 58 men and women in the CATV Task Force next year, if the FCC gets what it wants for the period starting in July. This would add 32 jobs to a present authorized strength of 26. The Commission is asking more than $500,000 for the CATV Task Force, double its first-year budget but still a small part of a total $24,941,000 the agency estimates it needs next year. This is up $5,841,000 for the whole agency and includes a total 282 positions the FCC wants to add.

When Commissioners and administrative heads presented the new estimates to the bureau of the budget, examiners there were interested in the CATV backlog. They asked what percentage of cable cases under the top-100 TV market rules were older than 90 days, and the reply was around 85 per cent. They were interested, too, in the growing rate of hearings on CATV business. According to the budget plan, new legal manpower in the CATV Task Force will be assigned to hearings. At present the Task Force is restricted because of manpower, and the Broadcast Bureau substitutes as a party at most hearings.

H & B American Offers New Survey Service

H & B American Corporation and Audits & Surveys Inc. today announced formation of a joint venture in which CATV facilities will be utilized to develop innovative marketing research services for TV advertisers and broadcasters. Roy Benjamin, Audits & Surveys vice president, has been named president of the new firm, called Television Testing Co.

Television Testing is creating a computer memory storage bank to accommodate advertisers who want a more accurate assessment of a commercial's effectiveness before committing substantial sums for air time. Based upon H & B American's more than 100,000 CATV subscribers in some 25 markets, it will contain data on family and individual demographic characteristics, product usage and buying patterns.
Nevada To Regulate CATV

An attempt by the State of Nevada to regulate CATV rates was sustained last week when the U. S. Supreme Court declined to review a lower court decision refusing to enjoin the state from regulating the rates of two cable companies. The case that failed to be reviewed was Pix, Inc. vs. Allard.

Radio Hanover Case Argued

Part of a series of anti-trust and Section 214 actions by Radio Hanover (WHVR) against utility-cable interests was recently argued in Scranton, Pa. The hearing was on Radio Hanover's motion for summary judgment to compel United Telephone of Pennsylvania to get an FCC certificate of convenience and necessity for lease-back. This argument followed a weekend order by Federal District Judge William J. Nealon in the U. S. Court for Middle Pennsylvania that he has jurisdiction in the anti-trust suit.

Radio Hanover charges that United's refusal of access to Radio Hanover's CATV operation is part of a plan to monopolize CATV and the future of cable television in Hanover.

Lewis A. Rivlin, prominent Washington attorney, also argued for Radio Hanover that the interstate limit of Section 214 was applicable. The judge denied United's motion to dismiss this.

FCC Commissioner Visits CATV System

FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson made his first visit to a head-end in conjunction with the New Jersey Community TV Association meeting and the NCTA Regional meeting in Philadelphia. Pete Lucchin, New Jersey CATV Assn. president and vice-president of Alpine Cable TV, hosted Johnson's visit to the Alpine plant in Pleasantville, N.J. The Commissioner was accompanied by Sol Schildhouse, CATV Task Force head. Robert Beisswenger, president, and Paul Garrison, vice-president of Jerrold Electronics Corp., and George Sisko, general manager of Washington Cable Co.

Mid-America Association Elects Officers

New officers were elected at the Mid-America meeting held recently in Kansas City in conjunction with the NCTA regional meeting for the area. The new officers are: President Ray W. Baker of Manhattan, Kansas; First Vice-president Galen Gilbert of Neosho, Missouri; Second Vice-president Hal Phillips of Blackwell, Oklahoma and Secretary-treasurer Kenneth Schuelein of Elk City, Oklahoma. Acting directors will be Bob Lewis, Bud Weir.

(News continued on page 28)

It's all systems GO with CORFLO!

(A unique, flexible underground plastic conduit)

Go for endless lengths. Go around obstacles. Go up and down hills. In fact, with CORFLO you can go almost anywhere, even up in to the cable pedestal, all without kinking or special fittings.

But, there's more. Like the lowest installed costs. All you do is take CORFLO, which comes to you in 1000 foot lengths, and drop it into the prepared trench, just as you would cable. You can also bury CORFLO with a cable plow. Then you simply "fish" your cable through this economical "hole-in-the-ground." CORFLO bends to fit the shape of your job. No stopping for special joints. Need new cable later? Just insert it next to the original cable. No costly re-digging or re-filling.

Result: Lower installed costs, now, and lower maintenance costs in the years ahead.

That's why so many systems are going for CORFLO.

Get on the bandwagon. Make a collect call today to Pruzan, the distributor for CORFLO. The number is 206-624-6505. The same day your order is received, it will be shipped from a warehouse convenient to you. Additional information? Just ask for it and we'll send you complete specifications.

CATV, Communication & Power Line Supplies
PRUZAN COMPANY

Phone 206-624-6505 / 1963 FIRST AVENUE SO., SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98134
if CAS isn’t shipping you new all-transistorized Channel Control head-end equipment you’re missing a good deal

...AND HERE’S WHY

Plenty of reliability-conscious CATV operators already have discovered for themselves that the versatile new all-transistorized CAS Channel Control is their best buy in head-end equipment.

As a matter of fact, well over a hundred Channel Controls already are either in actual system operation or in various stages of installation.

The CAS Channel Control gives you 12-channel processing without demodulation plus duplication switching, local origination, remote emergency alert and “flash” announcement capabilities.

Multiple channel capabilities

But that’s not all. The Channel Control is not limited to just signal sources available now because it is easily adaptable to process any number of channels or frequencies desired for future multiple channel systems.

Development and manufacture of Channel Control head-end equipment rounds out a total CAS capability to offer all-transistorized CATV equipment from head-end to subscriber TV set.

For example, CAS equipment made possible the first all-transistorized CATV system using heterodyne head-end equipment. This system, in Holdenville, Oklahoma, uses 11 CAS Channel Control head-end units including two for local origination, and other CAS transistorized equipment throughout the system.

Cost-savings and reliability, too

Here’s what Mr. J. B. Krumme, (left), president of Holdenville Cable Co. has to say about all-transistorized Channel Control head-end and other CAS equipment in his system:

“We were quite pleasantly surprised that the CAS all-transistorized CATV Channel Control head-end and line equipment cost a little less than leading vacuum tube gear.

The increased reliability of an all-transistorized system should reduce downtime considerably and we are especially looking forward to taking advantage of the unique remote capabilities of the CAS Channel Control.

CAS’s technical assistance in helping us engineer this all solid-state system was an extra benefit.”

Write for technical data

If you’re interested in a high reliability all-transistorized head-end capable of maintaining original sound and video quality from antenna, microwave or local origination sources, you’ll want to write for pricing and full technical data on the CAS Channel Control.

You’ll be glad you did.
Fred McElroy, Weldon Johnson, Bud Williams, Galen Gilbert, Lon Preston, Kyle Moore, Jack Chaney, Bob Schmidt, and John Monroe. Grover Cobb was also elected to the board of directors pending his acceptance. Approximately 125 attended the combined two-day meeting.

**CATV Popular At USITA Convention**

Nearly 200 independent telephone company operators attending a special CATV session heard the United States Independent Telephone Association general counsel warn that because of CATV association efforts “independent telephone companies, like CATV’s, may well be in for greater regulation”. Reviewing the history of CATV regulation, former FCC general counsel, Warren Baker, noted that “the principal clamor for regulation of CATV has been based almost entirely on a request for protection from competition so as to maintain the economic viability or profitability of TV broadcasters.” Claiming that the FCC has put a “wet blanket and damper on CATV,” he added that “there is a serious question whether the FCC does have the jurisdiction” over cable television.

In spite of these warnings, a general theme of the session was that “the telephone industry belongs in the CATV business — or more widely defined, the broadcast distribution business of which CATV is a part,” as stated by Richard A. Lumpkin of Illinois Consolidated Telephone Co. He added, “As this business develops, it will become more and more a common carrier type of operator...

Another CATV session panelist, J. C. Henderson, of Rochester Telephone Company, Rochester, New York, stated that in the normal CATV system, the cable operator owns the headend facility. He suggested, however, that “perhaps the headend should also be owned by the telephone company...” or that the CATV trunk line should be routed directly through the telephone central office in order “to retain control” over the CATV facility.

**Schildause Questions FCC Reasoning**

The head of the FCC CATV Task Force has disputed FCC reasoning in a “petition for clarification” of an order for a hearing on a Bluefield (W. Va.) Television Cable Corp. request for a waiver with respect to carrying WCYB-TV, Bristol, Va. Sol Schildhause said the order “departs from settled policy” on carriage. “A TV station which does not serve a particular community over the air has nothing to gain or lose from operation of the CATV system and is therefore entitled to no protection.”

*New York CATV Meet Held*

The New York State Community Television Association held its fall meeting in the Otsega Hotel in Cooperstown, N. Y. with 39 members in attendance. Mrs. Dawn Fribble of Corning was elected president, replacing outgoing Harry Levin of Ilion. Other new officers included Les Read of Tele-Prompter as vice-president, Mike Arnold of Olean as treasurer, and Larry Flinn of Vestal remains secretary.

An address was delivered by State Senator James F. Hastings, member of the New York State Public Service Commission. Senator Hastings traced the history of thought by the PSC on regulations of CATV.

**FCC Upholds ABC-ITT Merger**

The FCC stuck up for its own jurisdiction in the proposed ABC-ITT merger. In a brief filed in the U. S. Court of Appeals, District of Columbia and in opposition to the Justice Dept. antitrust division, the FCC said the merger would result in better programming. The Commission said, too, that the merger would not prevent other activity by ITT in national TV, networking, CATV, Pay TV and communications technology.

**PCATA Elects Officers**

The Pennsylvania Community Antenna Television Association (PCATA) elected officers for the 1967-68 year at their recent fall meeting held in Philadelphia, Pa., in conjunction with the National Cable Television Association regional meeting. Named president for the coming year was Joseph S. Gans, president of the Cable TV Company, Hazleton, Pa. Vice-president is Walter A. Kinash, manager of Johnstown Cable TV, Johnstown, Pa., while the new Secretary is Jay L. Sedwick of Armstrong Utilities Inc. of Butler, Pa. Arthur Reagan of Valley TV Cable Co. was re-elected PCATA treasurer for another term.

Shown left to right are Mr. Gans, Mr. Reagan, Mr. Sedwick and Mr. Kinash.

**Feature Films For CATV**

George Leibowitz, president of Leeder Consultants, Inc., has announced the formation of a company for the distribution to CATV systems of feature films, cartoons and other local origination programming. Mr. Leibowitz stated (News continued on page 30)
Following time-tested methods, Utility craftsmen build Quality Certified towers. Designed to give top performance, engineered for total reliability. And only skilled, veteran crews erect Utility Towers to assure your CATV system maximum stability. Utility does not cut corners in tower fabrication. We are not competing with price. We build and sell towers of quality.

Our main emphasis is on quality - not price

By choice and through concern for it's product, Utility continues to be the quality leader in CATV tower manufacturing. Call us today. Order from the people who know all about building Quality Certified Towers for CATV.
that. "While there are now only a handful of operators cablecasting feature films, the number should expand in the very near future". Leeder Cable Services, Inc. will attempt to bring to the cable industry, programming of comparable quality to that originated by local television stations according to the company.

Cox Acquires Bing Crosby Productions

Leonard Reinsch, president of Cox Broadcasting Corporation, and Bing Crosby have completed negotiations whereby Cox acquired Bing Crosby Productions, Inc.

Crosby Productions, Hollywood, currently producing "Hogan's Heroes" for the CBS television network, will be operated as a part of the Cox program production and distribution division.

More on AMST Ex Parte

It now appears that only one AMST station involved in the American Television Relay Inc. case at the FCC was represented at the board session which planned the AMST-FCC meetings held May 9. James Monroney, Jr. was named as the only attending AMST interest. Mr. Monroney is vice-president of A. H. Belco Corp. (WFAA-AM-FM, Dallas). The FCC denied the ATR charges of ex parte saying its AMST talks were on "broad policy matters," but did agree to ask AMST for pertinent information on the meetings. Lester W. Lindow, executive director of AMST, replied that to the best of his knowledge Monroney was the only list-affiliated participant at an April 2 board meeting authorizing the May 9 meetings and that his only participation "was to vote affirmatively" on the authorizing motion. Lindow wrote that no others on the list participated in planning the May 9 meetings.

FCC Bars Five Systems From Carrying Canadian Stations

WAGM. Presque Isle, Me., television station, recently obtained a ruling from the Federal Communications Commission to bar five CATV systems from carrying station CHSJ, St. John, New Brunswick. An appeal is now being made by the CATV operators to the U. S. Court of Appeals.

WAGM was reported as claiming it would "suffer irreparable damage" if the cable continued to carry the Canadian station's new programs that hadn't yet been shown on the American networks. The cable systems hold, in their appeal, that the FCC ruling is meaningless because many television set owners affected by the ruling can receive the St. John station independent of the cable, with even a small antenna.

A sales inducement by U. S. networks to Canadian networks is at the root of the trouble — in return for buying some programs the Canadian stations are permitted to show them ahead of the U. S.

Tenn. Association Elects Officers

The new Tennessee Cable Television Association has elected Paul Puckett, head of TV Cable Co. of Johnson City, as president. Also elected were Alvin Wood, Dyersburg as vice-president, and the secretary-treasurer's position was filled by Ken Knight of Nashville. Directors named are W. Marion Palmer, Gatlinburg, E. W. Wendell, Nashville, Jim Dowly, Union City, and Jim Adkisson, Harriman.

New England Association Sets Up Complaint Clearing Offices

The president of the Community Television Association of New England told members at their fall meeting that complaint clearing offices should be active in all four New England states by the first of the year. Richard Blais, president of Paper City TV Corp., Berlin, N. H., heard reports on the state centers during a two-day session recently in Concord, N. H. The centers are part of a preventive program to head off restrictive legislation. The Association has found that attempts to put utility regulation on prices often are based on subscriber gripes. Now it will field these with complaint clearing offices. The Association is also presenting the cable case to key legislators.

Ad Hoc Meets Again

While cable and copyright interests hold negotiations in New York, the ad-hoc group of cable and broadcast state men continue diplomatic meetings in Washington. The third ad-hoc meeting in Washington recently moved a step closer to wrapping up a package of problems they want the two industry associations to solve.

Hatch said the group is down to making "a composite picture of basic questions." He and Stern have been assigned the job of deciding which are the critical issues to the two industries. They will bring this list to another meeting the objective of which will be to formulate a report to NAB and NCTA and ask them to carry the ball.

Committee men are thinking of legislation that will be loose enough to accommodate rapid change, and of someone to interpret it. They are "leaning away" from the copyright office, thinking the job calls for closer application to their businesses. Two subcommittees also will meet again.

Telco Wants Leaseback Liberty

Mountain States Telephone Co., part of the Bell System, has filed a tariff change request with the Colorado Public Utilities Commission that would allow them to build leasebacks without knowing whether a franchise had been granted. The Colorado Municipal League protested this move and petitioned for a public hearing on the matter. The League complained on the grounds that the telco would then have the controlling hand over the CATV franchises instead of the individual communities.

(News continued on page 32)
If your equipment doesn’t deliver the brightest picture under the sun

your customers may be turned off.

Make sure your service is well-received...use Plastoid cables.

Your future won’t be dark when you install Plastoid cable. You’ll be basking in the growing demand for clear color.

Plastoid feeder cables (TA-4) are built for lower attenuation. Longer life. So are our head-end (TA-8) and half-inch trunk lines (TA-5). All sizes come jacketed and unjacketed with or without steel messenger. Footage certified and sweptested for minimum return loss of 26 dbs. between 40 and 230 mcs. And in long lengths—up to 5,000 feet.

Color programming forecasts fair days ahead for CATV operators.

Here’s a bright idea: call us collect at 212/786-6200 for details and special pricing information. Today.

PLASTOID CORPORATION
42-61 26th St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Emmy Winner to Make Film on CATV

The National Cable Television Association announced recently that it has commissioned Irving Gitlin Productions, Inc., of New York City to produce a new 16mm color documentary film on the cable TV industry. The film is scheduled to be premiered during National Cable TV Week, next Feb. 4-10. Mr. Gitlin created and produced such award-winning television properties as NBC's "White Paper" series, the "Du Pont Show of the Week" and CBS's "The Twentieth Century." Among honors he has received are Emmy, Peabody, Sylvania, Polk Memorial and Overseas Press Club awards.

FCC Charges Anti-trust Against Broadcasters

The FCC recently put anti-trust conditions on license renewals in three Ohio cities. The conditions were put on companies owning broadcast stations and CATV interests in Toledo, Ohio, and Hanover, Pa. Reasons given for the action were that competing cable systems have charged that the stations' parent companies conspired with telephone companies and others to monopolize CATV in Toledo and Hanover. The FCC said no complaints had been filed against the licensees but that conditions were attached to the license renewals because court decisions adverse to the licensees might raise issues about their qualifications.

TV Critic Lands Cable TV

Veteran TV critic Jack Gould said in an article recently in the New York Times, that the long-range implications of cable television "threaten to jar many of the conventional assumptions that have guided broadcasting since the 1920's . . . . While satellites span the continents and oceans, cable TV is down where the real action remains . . . on earth." Gould also said that the FCC has "sought to protect the financial viability of existing TV stations against the real or imagined inroads of a cable service." He went on to say that the test for cable TV may turn out to be the "proverbial story of the country boy who wanted to make good in the big city," and that cable television is "moving from its original premise — the provision of TV where there was no TV — to the riskier area of asking a fee to furnish supplementary services."

"Cable television," predicted Gould, "does face a distinctive year of decision; it could upset the status quo in so many ways that a marathon controversy over where, how and if it should continue is inescapable."

State Supreme Court Backs Telco

The Supreme Court of the State of Maine has ruled in favor of Bartell Telephone TV Systems (Bartell Media Corp. is parent company) in their fight to build a leaseback cable television system in Waterville, Maine. The company has an agreement with New England Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T affiliate) and both Bartell and the telco have taken the stand that they did not need a CATV franchise from the city. Their contention was that New England Telephone already had a franchise and thus had the right to extend cable television services to any firm it, not the city, wanted to select.

Remote Mining Camp Gets CATV

Residents of Benson Lake, B.C., Canada are now receiving single channel reception, thanks to CATV technology. Benson Lake is a Cominco mining camp, located at the North end of Vancouver Island and is situated in a valley, approximately 14 miles from the nearest Translator. To receive enough signal to run the system, it was necessary to erect a 4 bay, stacked. 9 element channel 2 antenna, approximately 4,000 feet up a mountain from the nearest road. This was also the closest source of power for the head end pre amps. There was no existing telephone plant so the system was installed on hydro poles. According to system manager, D. A. Shaw, "There was only one location on the side of a large mountain, that we could find any signal, and if we moved in any direction more that 80 feet, the picture or sound would disappear."

After the head-end was situated construction went smoothly and the job was completed ahead of schedule. The B. C. Cable-built system utilizes 4,200 feet of ½ inch mainline aluminum cable and 16,400 feet of ⅛ inch aluminum distribution plant.

Dept. Of Communications Gets Boost

The idea of a Federal "Department of Communications," espoused by many of late, got a Congressional boost recently at least from the standpoint of frequency allocations. Rep. Torbert H. MacDonald (D-Mass.), Chairman of the Communication and Power Subcommittee of the House Committee, threw out the idea for some 400 Electronics Industry Association members in Los Angeles. Satellite communications are going to add to the "burgeoning problem" of frequency allocation, he said, proposing: "I believe that our solution of this problem may be the development of a Department of Communications."

NCTA Intervenes In Court Cases

The National Cable Television Association asked to intervene at the U. S. Supreme Court as a friend of the Court in the copyright appeal filed by Fortnightly Corporation of the United decision. NCTA said lower court decisions, if allowed to stand, would effect "the structure of an entire industry and communications service to the public." The association offered statistics to show that CATV mostly serves small towns.

Missouri University Changes Mind About CATV

In a 38-word statement, the University of Missouri has removed a possible barrier to the approval of CATV in Columbia. The statement released by the University's Office of Public Information states that the school will neither support nor oppose CATV applications in Columbia. Previously the University had been strongly opposed to cable in Columbia and had been the prime reason for defeat of CATV proposals before the City Council.
NOW for your CATV construction needs...

A BROAD, QUALITY LINE OF HARDWARE FROM McGRAW-EDISON...

A MAJOR HARDWARE SUPPLIER TO THE ELECTRIC UTILITY AND TELEPHONE INDUSTRIES FOR 60 YEARS.

SEND COUPON FOR CATV HARDWARE BULLETIN PLUS ALL FUTURE INFORMATION

HARDWARE INFORMATION

Get the details on M-E's broad line of CATV construction hardware. We have a bulletin describing the hardware available for your use. We'll be glad to send it to you. And we'll place you on our mailing list so you'll receive all future information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>STATE ZIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

McGRAW-EDISON
POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

You can avoid unnecessary time and quality limitations on your CATV construction by having M-E meet your demands for product availability and reliability. Materials for pole line, aerial cable, and buried cable construction are available through our nationwide warehouses and CATV distributors. We've been supplying communication and power line needs for 60 years and have the broadest line of construction materials available from one manufacturer.

To help meet your specific CATV construction needs, we catalog a full range of items—everything from nuts and bolts, clamps, aerial cable hardware, and anchors to conduit, pedestals, and enclosures. In addition, our designers are developing new items continually to make each installation more economical and reliable.
Focus

...On People

Systems

Newly elected vice-president of Unicom Incorporated is William Stone. Mr. Stone joined Unicom in 1965 as chief engineer of the corporation.

The new system manager for Cable-Vision of Lafayette, Calif. is John R. Penwell. The system is under the management of Mallarkey, Taylor and Assoc. of Washington, D. C.

B. M. Tibshran has been named district manager of cablevision systems in Darlington, Florence, and Marion, S. C. according to Cosmos Cablevision Corporation.

John H. Taylor will be the new manager for the system in Columbus, Tenn. The announcement was made by Middle Tennessee Community Antenna Television, the parent company.

Max Hertweck will manage the CATV system in Decatur, Alabama which has recently been purchased by TeleCable.

Suppliers

The stockholders of Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. elected J. Leonard Reinsch as a new member of the board of directors at their annual stockholders' meeting recently. Mr. Reinsch is president of Cox Broadcasting Corp., a major MSO through its subsidiary, Cox Cablevision.

John D. Couturie, vice-president and treasurer of the Hughes Aircraft Company, has been elected a member of the board of directors of the TelePrompter Corporation.

John J. Aylward has been promoted to vice-president of marketing for Amphenol Corporation's Cable Division, Chicago. He had been marketing manager.

H. F. Krapf has been named to the newly-created position of vice-president, sales and engineering for Diamond Power Specialty Corporation, Lancaster, Ohio.

Bruce Walters has been elected vice-president of manufacturing for the Anaconda Astrodada Co. Mr. Walters was formerly vice-president, and a member of the board of directors for Ameco, Inc., Phoenix.

Bobby Redden has been appointed general manager of Systems Construction Corporation, a subsidiary of Entron, Inc. Mr. Redden will be responsible for all CATV construction activities of Entron.

Superior Cable Corp., Hickory, N. C. has announced the appointment of Lester L. Key to the position of facilities engineer. In his new position Mr. Key will be responsible for planning, engineering, and estimating and supervising all construction projects and plant expansion projects.

John G. Thompson is named manager of manufacturing planning and control in a recent announcement from Ameco, Inc. Mr. Thompson was formerly with Motorola Military Electronics Division.

David Gorman has been transferred to the commercial marketing department of the American Electronic Laboratories, Inc. He will be responsible for sales in the broadcast equipment division.

Barton Kreuzer has been appointed division vice-president and general manager, RCA Broadcast and Communications Products Division. Mr. Kreuzer comes from the Astro-Electronics Division where he was also division vice-president and general manager. He replaces the retiring Chas. H. Collin.

William Patzulis has been appointed northwest regional sales manager for Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.

Beekman V. Beavers of Clinton, Connecticut has been named manager of materials and scheduling for Whitney Blake Co.

Edwin R. Levine, formerly of General Electric Company, has been named senior field engineer for Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp., manufacturer of Norelco broadcasting equipment.

Edwin R. Levine

Walter Richman

Walter Richman has been named district sales manager for the New York-New Jersey area by JFD Electronics Co., Components Division.

John C. Wiegert has been appointed Southwest regional sales manager for Memorex Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.

Herbert M. Holzberg, formerly of Ampex Corporation and Radio Corporation of America, has been named northeast regional sales manager for Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.

Measurement Control Devices, Inc. of Philadelphia has announced the appointment of J. William Black as sales manager for commercial products. Mr. Black will be in charge of sales planning, supervision and promotion for commercial instruments manufactured by MCD.
Hillet Spanget has been appointed director of purchasing for the Vikoa Cable Plant at Freehold, New Jersey.

Donald V. Oetjen has been named general sales manager of Diamond Power Specialty Corporation, Lancaster, Ohio.


The NCTA has announced the appointment of James R. Palmer as chairman of its technical training committee for 1967-68. In this capacity, Mr. Palmer will be responsible for developing and providing educational materials in the field of CATV and the development of technical manpower training for the industry.

Buford Marsh has recently been appointed business manager and circulation director for Communications Publishing Corp. Marsh comes to CPC after nine years with Friben, Inc.

Robert Scherpenseel was elected technical vice-president of the Pacific Northwest Community Television Association during sessions in Portland. This group is composed of members from Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. Scherpenseel is district manager for Northwest Video.

Lee Anne Newman has recently joined the staff of TV Communications magazine as editorial assistant. Miss Newman will assist in production of the monthly journal and TVC's two annual CATV directories.

System Sales

Decatur, Ala. — TeleCable Corporation recently announced the purchase of Decatur Cable TV, Inc. from American Cable TV. The system will now be known as Decatur TeleCable. The acquisition brings to seven the number of systems operated by TeleCable.

Blythe, Calif. — It was announced recently that Blythe TV Company, Inc., (owned by NCTA president Fred Ford), has been sold to Continental Transmission Corporation, an independent telco.

International Falls, Minn. — Continental Telephone Co., St. Louis, Mo., has purchased the International TV Cable Corp., International Falls, Minn. it was jointly announced by the two firms.

Boise City, Okla. — Roger Wooten from Stratford, Okla. purchased the Boise City system from Everett Mahaney and Otis Gross of Guymon, Okla.

COMING SOON

THE TWO STANDARD REFERENCES OF THE CATV INDUSTRY

JANUARY 1 — The 1968 EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY. Bigger, more comprehensive, more detailed than ever before! Every type of CATV equipment, service, manufacturer and supplier will be included to make specifying and management easier for you! It's coming in a few short weeks . . . Send your order now to receive your copy as soon as it's available.

MARCH 1968 — The 1968 SYSTEMS DIRECTORY. Includes complete data on U.S. and Canadian systems, group owners, associations, and a complete atlas of U.S. systems. An indispensable planning aid to managers, chief technicians, investors, consultants, contractors, brokers and group executives. Reserve your personal copy in advance!

SAVE MONEY BY ORDERING THESE TWO VITAL DIRECTORIES IN ADVANCE
SPIRAFIL® II
The first significant breakthrough in coaxial cable design since we introduced Foamflex in 1955.

What makes Spirafil II so radically different is a solid polyethylene helix which completely covers the solid copper center conductor without interruption. Among other things, this means great mechanical stability and an absolutely non-collapsible helix. Add to this the advantage of unusually attractive electrical characteristics (attenuation at Channel 13 .412" 1.27 db/100', .500" 1.02 db/100', .750" 0.75 db/100') and a system cost competitive with conventional foam cable systems.

Spirafil II comes plain or jacketed in .412", .500" and ¾" diameters, 75 ohm impedance, in 1000-foot reels.

For a complete listing of Sales Service Stocking Centers plus up-to-the-minute technical data, write, TWX or telephone: Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation, 300 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022 (212) 751-3200, TWX (212) 865-7455.
Modified SECAM Color System
For Originations with Sony VTR’s

By Jan van Hemert
National Service Manager
Industrial Division, Sony Corp. of America

Color originations on cable systems, at present, are not considered economically feasible in even the largest communities. But the cost of color cameras, for instance, is steadily being reduced, and is expected to reach the $5,000 to $10,000 bracket in the near future. The availability of low cost color VTR’s is therefore of increasing importance to system operators interested in extensive cablecasting operations. The possibility of getting pre-taped color programs (from outside sources) for origination on CATV systems is an additional and immediate cause for interest in color videotape units priced within the budgets of larger CATV operations. Mr. van Hemert’s article on the subject therefore takes on considerable value to many cablecasters.

The modern CCTV helical scan video recorder has excellent monochrome capabilities, however, the composite NTSC color signal is rather difficult to record because of its complex composition.

The I and Q signals, which are matrixed from the red, green and blue signals, modulate a 3.58 Mc subcarrier in a balanced modulator. In this circuit the carrier is eliminated, leaving only the sidebands. The 3.58 Mc oscillator input to the Q modulator is shifted 90 degrees with respect to the oscillator input of the I modulator. In this fashion the I and Q signals can be transmitted simultaneously, without loss of identity. The composite color-plexed NTSC signal consists of the luminance signal (Y) and the 3.58 Mc chrominance signal. The amplitude of the chrominance signal (C) is a measure of the saturation of the color, while the phase determines the hue (see Figure 1).

Slight imperfections in the stability of the reproduced video signal — resulting from tape speed and head drum motor speed variations — have little effect on the monochrome picture. Unfortunately, we cannot tolerate these slight instabilities when recording and reproducing a NTSC color signal since these instabilities effect the phase of the chrominance signal, thereby distorting the colors. Even in expensive quad-

head machines, sophisticated color correction circuits are required. The Sony EV-200 and PV-120U helical scan recorders have a video response of approximately 3.5 Mc, a little short of the 4.2 Mc required for the composite NTSC color signal. Because of the difficulties mentioned above, manufacturers have resorted to different recording techniques. Sony decided to use a modified SECAM system.

SECAM versus NTSC

The SECAM system, as developed in France, is based on NTSC concepts and, therefore, the two systems have much in common. Both systems use a monochrome, or luminance signal, to maintain black and white compatibility. The I and Q signals, or color difference signals (R-Y) and (B-Y), amplitude modulate a 3.58 Mc carrier in the NTSC system. However, in the
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SECAM system the color subcarrier is frequency modulated. The (R-Y) and (B-Y) signals are transmitted sequentially. An electronic switch alternately routes one signal or the other to the FM modulator. The alternation occurs at the line rate. To provide proper switching sequence in the receiver a color recognition or index signal is transmitted at the end of the vertical blanking period. In order to reconstitute the primaries, red, green and blue, the sequential (R-Y) and (B-Y) signals must be made to occur simultaneously. This is done by means of a decoding arrangement, containing a 64 usec delay line and an electronic switch (see Figures 2 and 3). In actuality each color difference signal is used twice, once when transmitted directly, and the second time after having been delayed 64 usec. Theoretically, this will result in some reduction of vertical color resolution but this is virtually undetectable by the eye.

Before it is added to the Y signal, the FM modulated subcarrier is passed through a shaping network. When the subcarrier is deviated in either direction, the amplitude increases, as indicated in Fig. 4. In the decoding process the subcarrier is passed through a filter which has the opposite response of the filter shown in Figure 4. This technique improves the signal-to-noise ratio for the more saturated colors (high deviation) and at the same time reduces the subcarrier visibility in the monochrome picture for unsaturated colors (low deviation). For 625-line systems, as used in Europe, the subcarrier frequency is approximately 4.43 Mc.

As far as the results are concerned, one can say that the NTSC and SECAM signals are virtually indistinguishable. The SECAM system has the advantage of being relatively insensitive to tape recorder instabilities and because of the sequential color transmission, excellent separation is maintained between the (R-Y) and (B-Y) signals.

**Modified SECAM system for EV-200 and PV-120U**

The Sony color adaptor (CLP-1) is designed to accept a standard NTSC color signal. Figure 5 shows the operation of the adaptor. The incoming NTSC signal is first decoded into Y, (R-Y) and (B-Y) signals. The Y signal is then fed to an FM modulator which is deviated between 4.7 Mc (sync tip) and 7 Mc (peak white). The color difference signals are alternately routed to another FM modulator with a center frequency of 1.25 Mc. The outputs of both FM modulators are mixed together and then fed to the record amplifier in the recorder.
Since the lower frequency range is allocated to the color FM signal, significant improvements have been made in the signal-to-noise ratio. In reproduce mode the composite signal is picked up by the heads, amplified in the playback amplifier and separated by means of a high pass filter and a low pass filter. After demodulation, the Y, (R-Y) and (B-Y) signals are re-encoded to the NTSC format.

The modified SECAM system as used in the Sony recorders has the following advantages:

(1) The standard black and white EV-200 can be used with minor modifications.

(2) There is tape compatibility between standard and color machines as far as the monochrome picture is concerned.

(3) Hue variation, which is observed in other systems due to time base errors, is completely eliminated.

(4) The system is available at low cost.

(5) All color circuitry is contained in a small adaptor.

Applications for CATV

In the CATV field, as well as in many other fields, local color programming has been severely limited by the high cost of color equipment. The color adaptor described in this article shows that good quality color can be recorded and reproduced on relatively inexpensive helical scan recorders ($3500-$8000). The high price of color cameras — in the order of $6000 — presents another barrier to local programming at the present time. However, a few color cameras have recently appeared on the market in the $25,000 to $50,000 price range. The writer is convinced that color cameras will appear on the market in the $5,000 to $10,000 range within one year. Also, as far as the CATV cablecasting operations are concerned, it must be borne in mind that pre-recorded tapes with color programs could be made available through dubbing centers, a number of which are now in operation. The Sony dubbing center in Jamaica, New York, is probably the largest in the U.S. Here dubbing can be performed from film to tape or tape to tape, color or black and white, for different tape formats, ½", 1", or 2".

ROHN

Big name in towers

ROHN TOWERS have become the accepted standard of excellence throughout the world — meeting the needs of the communication, broadcasting, transportation, oil, utilities, manufacturing and other industries, including home TV and amateur needs.

Computer engineered and designed ROHN TOWERS are produced in ROHN’S vast manufacturing complex utilizing the latest equipment and methods. Convenient warehousing facilities at strategic locations plus world-wide representatives and complete turnkey tower erection service...along with a complete line of tower accessories, lighting systems and microwave reflectors make ROHN the complete tower line — throughout the world.

For further information contact

ROHN

Home Office
P.O. Box 2000,
Peoria, Illinois 61601
Ph. 309-637-8416
TWX 309-697-1488
Managing CATV Projects
With PERT/CPM Techniques

By Donald C. Stewart
Director of Corporate Development
Superior Continental Corporation

PERT/CPM has had a key role in the timely completion of such diverse projects as EXPO '67, the Xerox "2400" copier, and a Broadway play. Many projects in the CATV industry, both in system construction and operation, and in equipment manufacture could also benefit from use of PERT/CPM.

PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) represent a family of relatively new tools for effectively planning, scheduling and controlling projects. A project is defined as a task or job with a definite start and a definite end, made up of many component activities, for which completion time and cost are important.

Historical Development

PERT was developed in 1958 to manage the Navy Polaris Missile Development Program, after traditional project management methods proved inadequate. It received a large measure of the credit for completing the Polaris Missile two years earlier than original estimates.

The basically similar CPM was introduced in 1957 by DuPont and Remington Rand to control construction of chemical plants. It was an immediate success in reducing construction cost and time.

From these two starting points PERT/CPM has been extended to manage many other projects in a wide variety of areas. Many extensions and refinements in the basic system have also been developed so that now any user can select the features best suited to his individual project and problems.

How to Use PERT/CPM

The basic concept of PERT/CPM is straightforward. Most applications go through the following steps:

1. Define the project
2. Identify the component activities
3. Draw the network — a picture of the project
4. Estimate elapsed time required for each activity
5. Calculate the network
6. Identify the critical path and slack
7. Consider changes to reduce time
8. Reanalyze the project network periodically
9. Follow up with corrective action

We will apply these steps to a CATV system to illustrate the procedure.

(1) The project is the construction and startup of a new CATV system.

(2) In an actual application this project would probably have several hundred component activities. Our simplified demonstration project is assumed to have only the following seven activities:

Obtain the franchise, make a signal survey, obtain financing, hire the employees, choose a turnkey contractor, construct the system, and sign up subscribers.

(3) We now can draw the network to visually indicate the relationship between these activities. Many people find it easier to draw the network by starting at the end or goal of the project and then working backward by adding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Event No.</th>
<th>Time Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obtain Franchise</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>20 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Survey</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>3 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtain Financing</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>8 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire Employees</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>4 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose Contractor</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>3 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct System</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>16 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign Up Subscribers</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>6 WEEKS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Time Estimate for Each Project Activity

(This article is based on a talk presented at the 16th Annual Convention of the National Community Television Association, Chicago, Illinois, 6-June 28, 1967.)
the necessary predecessor activities. For example, before we have an operating CATV system we must construct the system and also sign up subscribers. Before the system can be constructed, we must choose a turnkey contractor to do the work and also obtain financing to pay for it.

The resulting project network is shown in Figure 1. Each activity is represented by an arrow or line running from one event or numbered circle to another. An event is defined as a point in time at which certain activities are completed. An activity is a job requiring time and the application of labor or other resources. It is identified by its starting and ending event number. The events are numbered sequentially by starting at the beginning (1) and working toward the end (6).

(4) A most important step in PERT/CPM is to obtain realistic time estimates for completion of each activity from the person with the most knowledge of that particular activity. In many cases the person making the estimate will be expected to perform the activity within the time called for. Time estimates should initially be based on a normal work week and should allow for other jobs which must also be done at the same time. Figure 2 lists our project activities with the "best guess" time estimates obtained for the completion of each one. Note that each activity is now labelled with its start and end event number.

(5) Calculation of the network is now possible. This step is essentially a matter of adding up the cumulative time paths for each possible path from the start to the end of the project network. In our demonstration project, it is easy to add up the times for the three possible paths: event numbers (1)(2)(3)(5)(6); (1)(2)(5)(6); and (1)(2)(4)(6). In a large network with several hundred activities, it is often more efficient to use a computer program to calculate the various paths.

(6) The critical path (1)(2)(5)(6), requires the maximum time of 44 weeks (20 + 8 + 16) for project completion. The concept of the critical path is the heart of PERT/CPM technology. In most projects the critical path contains only about 15% of all activities. These are the activities upon which most attention must focus. In Figure 3 the critical path is emphasized by a heavy line.

The boxed number above each event indicates the estimated elapsed number of weeks to that point. These numbers can be readily converted to calendar dates when the date of the starting point is known.

Note that activities not on the critical path have slack or extra time available. For example activities (2)(3) and (3)(5) could be delayed as much as 2 weeks without affecting project completion time because they are not on the critical path.

(7) Often the initial estimates predict a project completion time which is unacceptable. Let us assume that our management requires that the CATV system be operating in 40 weeks rather than the estimated 44 weeks. In PERT/CPM language we have project slack of minus four weeks. We are four weeks behind before we start! There are three ways to reduce the expected project time:

(a) Add resources
(b) Eliminate activities
(c) Parallel activities

We now re-examine our network, concentrating on the critical path, to search for ways to save time. For example we could reduce construction time if the contractor went on an overtime basis or added an additional crew. These changes will probably cost more money. We are in the common PERT/CPM situation of weighing a time versus cost tradeoff. Another way to reduce time is to completely determine certain project activities on the critical path. This choice involves a time versus risk tradeoff. The Polaris Program managers chose the calculated risk of eliminating certain prototype and testing activities to save time. In our demonstration project none of the critical path activities can be eliminated.

For the third time saving possibilities, we try to restructure the network so that we can work on two critical path activities at the same time rather than sequentially. In our example we could start to obtain financing (2)(5) before we received the franchise (1)(2).

Various alternative time saving changes can be considered in a revised project network developed. Many PERT/CPM users report that from 50% to 70% of the total benefit is obtained from pre-planning and analysis of the project before work actually begins.

(8) Periodic reanalysis of the project network is necessary to reflect changing conditions and new problems. In our project it will be appropriate to record actual progress and review project estimates every two weeks.

(9) PERT/CPM provides information but it can not take corrective action. The project manager can use PERT/CPM as a "Dew Line" or early warning system to identify upcoming bottlenecks and their effect on project progress. Based on the new information he can take appropriate action to speed progress and control cost.

**Extensions and Variations**

Our demonstration has outlined a rudimentary version of PERT/CPM. Users have built up a number of variations and refinements to handle additional requirements.
Many of these systems are designated by acronyms such as PERT/ cost, RAMPS, PRIME, LESS, TRACE, etc.

Because the PERT technique is often applied in R & D type projects with a high degree of technological uncertainty, three time estimates for each activity are secured rather than only one. Each activity time is estimated based on optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic rates of progress. The weighted average for the expected activity time is then calculated. The probability of project completion by any specific date can also be computed.

CPM is applied predominately to construction type activities where the time and method for each activity are well known but cost is the dominant factor. In CPM a time estimate and a cost estimate are secured for each activity with normal scheduling, and also with "crash" conditions of 100% over-time and premium prices for expedited delivery of supplies, etc. Time-cost trade-offs can then be made to "buy time" at minimum increased cost. The Defense Department has also added the cost factor to the original PERT, applying the designation PERT/cost.

Several other system refinements have emphasized the management reporting aspects of handling information about large complex projects with many participating contractors.

These extensions have clearly expanded the usefulness and applicability of PERT/CPM. However it is strongly urged that working familiarity with the basic system be gained before using the more complicated refinements.

Advantages of PERT/CPM

The major advantages from the use of PERT/CPM include the following:

(1) Complete the project
(2) Reduce completion time, often 15 to 25% of the original time estimate.
(3) Reduce cost, often also from 15 to 25%. Cost savings are generally achieved through avoidance of costly "100% crash" programs which put all activities in a project on overtime at premium costs although only a small percentage of them are actually "critical path" activities.

(4) PERT/CPM fixes responsibility for each activity. It conveys a sense of responsibility to the person performing each activity and it also pins down the responsibility for completion.

(5) PERT/CPM forces people to plan and counteracts the natural human tendency to procrastinate rather than to plan.

(6) It encourages management by exception in focusing on the critical path.

(7) The network is a picture of the project and is extremely effective in communicating status and bottlenecks to management and to others. It is also an excellent tool to justify more resources needed to expedite project progress.

(8) The time and cost implications of alternative approaches to a project can be readily analyzed.

The Limitations

The following limitations are probably most important to recognize in considering use of the system.

(1) PERT/CPM is a tool — not a substitute for management action.
(2) The analysis must be updated periodically over time rather than only performed once at the start of the project. Most of the few reported "failures" of PERT/CPM result directly from misunderstanding of these two facts.
(3) The basic concept of PERT/CPM is quite simple, but application on a large project may be complex. It also tends to cost somewhat more than other planning methods.

(4) PERT/CPM is difficult to apply to several simultaneous projects using the same resources.

In spite of these limitations, most users report definite advantages and satisfaction with its use.

Range of Applications

PERT/CPM has been applied to a very wide range of large and small projects in many areas. A few users will be mentioned to indicate the breadth of application.

The construction industry is a major user of PERT/CPM. For example, EXPO '67 in Montreal controlled $750 million in construction projects with 150 CPM networks. CPM has received a large part of the credit for completing more than 200 buildings, bridges, and a subway line in the relatively short period of three and one-half years. The new sports stadium in Atlanta was also planned with CPM. In this case a premium price was paid for accelerated construction in order to be ready for a major league baseball team a year sooner. Most of the major chemical companies such as DuPont, Union Carbide and Olin Mathieson have applied CPM to construction and maintenance projects.

The research and new product development field has successfully applied PERT/CPM to many projects. Xerox was able to accelerate its "2400" copier introduction by one and one-half years through control of the development program with PERT. Additional resources including substantial overtime schedules were used to make the time saving. The major automobile companies have also applied CPM to speed up introduction of the new model cars.

The Federal government has been an enthusiastic user of PERT/CPM ever since the success of the pioneering Polaris Program. Now PERT/cost is required in bidding and performing many major DOD and NASA contracts.

The accounting and electronic data processing functions have made wide use of PERT/CPM. For example, Anaconda Aluminum and Collins Radio compressed the time necessary for accounting closing through analysis of their procedures with PERT networks.

PER T/CPM has also been applied to a wide variety of miscellaneous projects. A kidney transplant operation was planned on a PERT network. The Broadway play "Morganna" was PERTed and involved approximately 250 activities such as renting the theater, printing tickets, and preparing the sets. One man planned the move of his family to a new house on a simple CPM network, including such activities as stopping the milk at the old house, getting electric service turned on, etc. Management consultants have used the technique to plan and control consulting engagements. Contractors have
advertised their use of CPM as an indication of their competence and efficiency.

**CATV Industry Applications**

As can be seen by the above sampling of applications, the possible uses of PERT/CPM in CATV are limited only by your own ingenuity. CATV system construction is an obvious application and several systems are currently using PERT/CPM. Extension and rebuilding of systems would also be amenable to the technique. Superior Cable has applied CPM in the planning and construction of new production facilities. Turnkey contractors could use PERT/CPM in bidding and in controlling jobs in progress.

Promotional programs to sign up new and additional subscribers and campaigns to obtain CATV franchises are other possible uses.

The equipment manufacturers in the CATV industry could also consider PERT/CPM to control new product development and introduction. There are undoubtedly many other projects in your own work which can benefit from the application of PERT/CPM.

**How to Get Started**

At this point you may well ask, "Well, this all sounds fine but what do I do now?" The first step should be to read a little more on the subject in order to gain some confidence with it. There have been many articles published in technical, professional, and general business publications. The major computer manufacturers also have good manuals available. Several organizations including the American Management Association offer seminars in PERT/CPM techniques.

The best way to evaluate PERT/CPM is to try a project. It is suggested that you choose a project which is of immediate importance and responsibility to you. It is recommended that you start with a simplified approach until you gain some experience with the basic concepts. At that point you can choose, based on your own needs, whether to go into more sophisticated extensions such as computer analysis, multiple time estimates, or cost as well as time estimates.

---

**Canon's z-o-o-o-o-m lens: 15-170mm, f2.5, available with remote control of all functions:**

What do you need in a fast zoom lens? A long zoom ratio? High resolution? You won't find one longer, with higher resolution, than Canon's model 12X15. And the f-stop is unchanged over the entire zoom range. The lens is available either manually operated or with remote controlled cable drive or servomotor operation of all functions: zoom, focus, and aperture. The motorized controls are an integral part of the lens, not an add-on. All Canon lens controls and accessories are designed and factory-installed by Canon.

If you need an exceptionally fast zoom lens, we make a 15-120mm f1.3. It's available in manual and remote controlled versions. (For "no-light" situations, our 50mm f0.95.

We make a complete line of zoom and fixed focal length optics for Vidicon, Plumbicon, and Image Orthicon cameras. They're all designed with optical specifications equal to Canon's unsurpassed photographic standards, so our Vidicon lenses can also be used on 16mm motion picture cameras.

Write for complete information on Canon TV optics: Canon U.S.A., 550 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.

---

TV Communications
There's lots of program color coming up fast. Give your subscribers the best there is in color cable television with SKL Series 7500 Colortaps and SKL/7300 Line Extension Amplifiers. Field-proven, they're a perfect pair for building new distribution lines or expanding and updating old ones. Your subscribers will appreciate the vivid, ghost-free color pictures SKL/7300 and SKL/7500 transmit right down to the very last set in your system.

For more information on the above and other SKL products for better CATV, please write or call us.

SPENCER-KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
1320 SOLDIERS FIELD RD., BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135
617/254-5400
SKL/7500 COLORTAPS
AND COLORTAP ADDERS

SKL/7500 Directional Taps offer high return loss, isolation and directivity to positively block reflections, ghosts and interference. And, the low insertion loss permits longer distribution lines with heavier subscriber saturation. The SKL Colortap is available in strand or pedestal mounted single-drop models with tap losses of 10 and 22 dB, built-in compensation for the attenuation slope of your drop cable, and a 5A AC bypass rating. For up to 4 multiple outputs, just insert an SKL/7500 Series Tap Adder into the Colortap. And for system flexibility—there's a choice of 12 different tap loss values, from 3.5 to 40 dB with nothing to adjust or fall out of adjustment. In addition, by using the SKL/7500-0 special 0 dB Colortap with an SKL/7504 Tap Adder at the end of a distribution line, you get 4 EXTRA drops—instead of dissipating signal power in a termination.

SKL/7300 LINE EXTENSION AMPLIFIER

When you need that extra stretch in a distribution line, you can rely on SKL/7300 Line Extension Amplifiers. Plug-in pads, wide-range gain and tilt controls, and IN or THRU cable powering assure maximum installation flexibility. The internal regulated power supply spells greater stability for your system.

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>50-220 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>24 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>+42 dBmV at high channels, for 12-channel -57 dB cross-modulation, with 5 dB block tilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Figure</td>
<td>12 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return Loss</td>
<td>16 dB minimum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Science—

As cable television standards become more stringent, we have intensified our research in the underlying science. Network analysis, semiconductor physics, amplifier design, information theory, noise and distortion studies are among the subjects of our current computer-aided investigations. SKL's advances in CATV engineering in no small measure reflect the company's location within the largest electronics complex in the world, close to the university center of the Northeast.

Knowledge—

Twenty years have given SKL a wealth of experience and expertise in every aspect of cable television. In applied research, in product design and manufacture, in system engineering, in CATV financing and administration, in franchise assistance, in turnkey contracts. You name it, we've done it—and we'd be happy to put them all at your service.

Leadership—

SKL's many contributions to cable television technology have put it in the forefront of the industry. The first wideband amplifiers, the first wideband automatic level control, the first pilot-operated equalizer, the first thermal equalizer, the first directional tap, the first hybrid splitter, and now the first fully automatic solid-state system control amplifiers are all products of SKL's innovative engineering skill. Look to SKL for the significant future trends in cable television.
Door-to-Door Techniques
For Selling More CATV Drops

By E. T. Goeller
General Sales Manager
National Trans-Video, Inc.

The concluding definition of marketing is to have the right product, in the right place at the right time, for the right people at the right price. From its inception, a CATV system meets all of these marketing prime objectives. The only thing wrong with the capsule description of the marketing function is that it does not include Webster's definition which is the act of selling in a market.

Just because a product or service, such as a CATV system, is available, does not mean that people are going to break down your door to buy, as you already know. Someone must perform the act of creating awareness: of explaining to individual prospects exactly what is in it for him; exactly what he is going to get for his money.

Certainly, there are a great many systems that are saturated and virtually no sales activity is required. This is simply a matter of no cable, no TV, in those particular communities. In these areas, initial marketing procedures were sufficient to get the job done.

Direct door-to-door selling, therefore, is needed in those systems where problems exist that have had a negative or discouraging effect on prospective subscribers. You are painfully aware of these problems, so I do not intend to remind you of them.

The point I want to make is that door-to-door selling is one of the most effective means of overcoming many of these obstacles to add subscribers. An informed customer is generally a good customer. He pays for his service, he stays with the service and he enjoys all of the advantages of the service. He is convinced that what he is getting is worth the pennies a day he pays for it.

Where does the organization of a door-to-door sales force begin? First, you must define in detail what you have to sell and put it down on paper. This will be the basis for what will become the sales talk for your sales people. Second, you must recruit people. At first glance, with all of the conversation and publicity given to the shortage of skilled labor and disinterested white collar workers, one could get frustrated at the mere thought of trying to find ambitious and intelligent people to sell cable service. This is not nearly as difficult as it may seem once you know the procedure. Thus, you must develop a recruiting procedure or program: one that is designed to be effective.

In our firm's recruiting manual, as an example, we have included sample ads for our system managers to use and advise them in which category of the classified section of the newspaper to place them. We carefully avoid the word "sell", and place these ads in categories other than "Salesmen Wanted". In this way, we draw presentable, unskilled women who want to work while the children are in school, or retired people who are active, alert and very intelligent who want to work just a few hours a day or evenings. And believe it or not, we have several really quite young salesmen who are school teachers, department heads in manufacturing plants and graduate school students who need supplemental income and work like professionals. All together, in our seventeen systems, we have three full-time sales managers and over forty part-time and full-time sales people. Last year these people sold a total of 19,000 new connects with promotion support. We retained 52% of these connects.

Shown above is a page out of National Trans-Video's Recruiting Manual which includes sample ads used to find local door-to-door sales personnel, along with basic instructions on effective recruiting.
The third step is to develop a sales training manual. This manual should not only tell salespeople what they are selling, but also how to go about selling it. Our manual outlines seven steps to successful selling and concludes with a “canned” or prepared sales talk. Our system managers and sales managers are furnished with a supply of these manuals in order that each sales person will have his own copy to refer to during and after the training period.

Along with this manual, the managers and sales managers receive a separate sheet containing instructions of how to use the training manual. They must take the required time to fully train these people or disaster strikes. And, recruiting efforts will have been in vain, because an untrained salesman will not be successful (and will soon leave). The converse is true for well-trained people. Your good image, created by good public relations work, can be seriously harmed by untrained people giving incorrect information which results in misunderstandings.

I certainly am not trying to discourage you from building an adequate door-to-door sales force. Rather, I am trying to impress you on the importance of properly training the people you select. Proper training is all-important. Good sales people are not born, they are made by thorough training and by sufficient motivation to plan their work and work their plan.

Nature is on your side to make a door-to-door sales force the most effective means of adding subscribers. It is a well-known fact that television is such an effective sales media (as are personal calls by sales people with good visual sales aids) because the average person remembers only 10-15 percent of what he hears and 30-35 percent of what he sees — but will remember 60-70 percent of what he both sees and hears at the same time.

If you have done all of this diligently and you still do not obtain the results you wish, further training of your sales people will be needed. You will have to tell them the story of the door-to-door salesman who retired at 35 years of age after working hard for only 10 years. He went to Florida and bought a $350,000 home. One day he was asked how he did it. He replied, “It all depended on where I was. I sold only the most expensive vacuum cleaners the Hoover Company made. If I was in a middle class neighborhood, when the housewife came to the door, I simply stated that I was selling something that her neighbor said she couldn’t afford. When I was in a wealthy neighborhood and the lady of the house answered the door, no matter what her age, I merely inquired if her mother was at home. It worked every time.”
A Step-by-Step Guide to...

The Basic Elements of Good Cablecasting Technique

This article, prepared by the staff of TeleMation, Inc., is designed to assist the CATV operator who is just beginning—or considering—the production of live or recorded public service programming on his system. The ability to produce good cablecasts is dependent not only on the operator and equipment capability, but also on the manner in which they are integrated with each other. The information contained herein is presented in the simplest form, in basic terms, and relates to brands of equipment commonly used in CATV origination (naturally most techniques apply equally to other brands of equipment). However, the "basic approach" should not be underestimated... if all the fundamentals are followed closely, the result will be good public service cablecasting.

Initial Set-Up
(a) Assemble the tripod and dolly. Mount the camera.
(b) Snap on the viewfinder. Connect the single cable from the viewfinder to the appropriate socket on back of camera.
(c) Remove the plastic plug from camera lens mounting aperture. Remove caps from the lens and screw the lens firmly into the camera.

Camera Adjustment and Focusing with 10:1 Zoom Lens
(a) Connect the power cord to a 117 volt, 60 cps outlet. Turn the camera on by rotating the BEAM control clockwise. Allow three minutes for warm-up.
(b) Select a lighted object about 15 feet from the camera and keep the camera view on this object for the following adjustments.
(c) Set the viewfinder CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS controls to 80% maximum clockwise rotation. Place the camera TARGET switch in the MANual position. Rotate the lens zoom to maximum wide angle (15mm). Set the lens iris to f/2.8. Set the camera controls: BEAM to about 1 o'clock; TARGET, 10 o'clock; FOCUS, 10 o'clock.
(d) At this point adjust both the mechanical focus (screw-driver adjustment located to the right of the FOCUS control) and the electrical focus for maximum sharpness observing the viewfinder picture.
(e) While adjusting the optical and electrical focus (Step d), the TARGET control should be set for "sufficient" picture contrast. Also, reset the BEAM control to a point just beyond (clockwise) where maximum detail in the white portion is observed.
(f) Change the lens zoom to maximum telephoto or close-up (150mm). Adjust the optical focus (lens) for best picture detail. Repeat Step e if necessary. Also, repeat Steps d and f for possible added sharpness.
(g) The picture should now remain in focus through the complete zoom range of the lens (minimum lens-to-subject distance, 6 feet). Should the lens-to-subject distance change, it will be necessary to reset only the optical focus with the lens zoom at the telephoto position.

(h) The TARGET switch may be operated in the MANual or AUTOMATIC position, depending upon various scene lighting conditions. The operator should preview the scenes watching for best overall picture contrast while changing scenes. It may be necessary to re-adjust the TARGET control slightly as the scenes are changed.

Camera Precautions
(a) The vidicon tube life will be extended if the BEAM and TARGET controls are operated at minimum settings (counter-clockwise) consistent with good pictures. This can be achieved by good scene lighting and operating with the lens iris "opened up" (toward f/2.8) as much as possible consistent with the required depth of field. The focus field for the lens increases as the iris is closed (toward f/22).
(b) Never point the camera directly at the sun or at a quartz-iodine light. Permanent damage to the vidicon tube may result. When transporting, remove the lens from the camera. Cap the camera lens aperture and place caps over the lens.
(c) Read the General Electric Instruction Manual for the camera – especially pages 5 and 6.

Zoom Control
(a) Direct, fast control of the zoom lens is made by the small pin handle which screws into the midsection of the lens barrel. There are three possible points for locating the pin handle. Use whichever is most convenient for you.

(b) Geared-down, slow control of the zoom lens is made by the use of the crank. The crank is engaged by pushing-in (toward the barrel center). Disengage the crank when using the pin handle.
(c) For best cablecasting, avoid excessive and fast zooms.
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Video Tape Recorder
(a) The Ampex Instruction Manual is very comprehensive and should be studied carefully before operation.
(b) The nominal video input level required for the recorder — and the desired video output from the camera — is 1.0 volt peak-to-peak. This can be measured with an oscilloscope or estimated by use of the video monitor. Using the monitor, set the contrast and brightness controls to approximately 90% of full clockwise rotation. The video input level to the monitor (from the camera) should be set for good picture contrast. The TARGET control on the camera adjusts the video output level of the camera (input level to the monitor). Be sure that the monitor input terminates with 75 ohms — or if it has a “looping” input, terminate the loop through jack with a 75 ohm terminating plug.
(c) When recording, maintain the VIDEO RECORD LEVEL near 100% on the level meter and AUDIO RECORD LEVEL peaks near 100%.
(d) The video output impedance is 75 ohms and may be connected directly from the VIDEO OUT terminal to a channel modulator 75 ohm terminating input.
(e) The audio output level is 0.5 volts at 1000 ohms unbalanced. The LINE-AUDIO OUT may be connected directly to a channel modulator 600 ohm balanced or unbalanced input.
(f) Refer to “BOGEN RTP-1/TURNER S-58 INTER-CONNECTIONS” for complete audio input instructions.
(g) When a microphone phone plug is inserted in the MIC IN, the LINE IN is electrically disconnected. These two inputs cannot be used simultaneously.

NOTE: Although the VR-6000 has an RF modulated output (MOD OUT) for channels 2-5, it does not have any audio modulation capability and therefore cannot be used for head-end operation of a CATV system. For monitoring purposes, the MOD OUT may be connected to a television receiver, although video monitoring is still preferable.

Microphone
(a) The Turner microphone is a lavalier type, to be worn around the neck. This has the advantage of freeing the hands and assuring good “mike technique,” since the distance it is held from the person’s mouth is fixed.
(b) It may also be used as a desk microphone with the optional desk stand. The omni-directional pick-up pattern is ideal.

How good are your contacts?

Everybody knows that dirty contacts on relays, connectors and module board edges cause erratic operation. But what to do about it? Spray them clean — in seconds — with MS-230 Contact Re-Nu. That’s what a major broadcasting network prescribes for its member stations. Contact Re-Nu restores full electrical continuity instantly on all types of contacts.

There’s probably a can of MS-200 Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner in your control room now. Be sure MS-230 Contact Re-Nu is there too. Write on company letterhead for free 16-oz. sample.
for use with several persons. The mike should be located at
equal distances from each person and preferably not more
than three or four feet from any one to avoid excessive
background noise pick-up.
(c) The microphone has been modified to enable high or low
impedance operation by simple switch selection. The switch
is on the microphone. When positioned toward the red dot,
the output impedance is low; away from the red dot is high
impedance. Refer to "BOGEN RTP-1/TURNER S-58 IN-
TER-CONNECTIONS" for complete instructions.

RTP-1 Preamplifier/Mixer
(a) The RTP-1 preamp may be used for several different
applications:
(1) It allows the S-58 microphone to be operated at low
impedance when a cable length over 25' is required.
(2) It allows two microphone inputs plus a program input
(i.e., FM turner, tape, etc.) to be mixed and controlled separ-
ately for VR-6000 recording or direct live feed into the
channel modulator.
(3) A pre-recorded audio track from the VR-6000 may be
mixed with a live narrative during playback and fed to the
channel modulator.
(b) The "500 OHM" balanced line output must be used to
connect to the VR-6000 "DIRECT AUDIO IN" line input —
or to a channel modulator 600 ohm balanced or unbalanced
input. A six-foot 2-conductor cable with two circuit phone
plug and spade lugs is supplied with the TeleMation system
package for this purpose. This cable length could be
increased up to several hundred feet if necessary without
excessive hum or noise pick-up.
(c) Refer to "BOGEN RTP-1/TURNER S-58 INTER-CON-
NECTIONS" for proper use of the RTP-1 microphone inputs.

Lighting—Quartz-Iodine Kit
(a) The Fill/Base lights are usually placed to the set front
at low to medium height. The Back/Key lights are usually to
the sides and shining down.
(b) Avoid objectionable shadows and "hot-spots" where too
much light is focused on a given area. Evenly diffuse the
light over the entire set unless special effects are desired.
NOTE: The four lights draw nearly 30 amps total at 110-
120 volts (2-1000 w., 2-650 w.). Be sure that adequate AC
wiring and fuse capacity is provided for the lights and all
other studio equipment.

Cablecasting Camera Technique
(a) Camera panning is best accomplished with a medium to
wide angle setting (15 to 50 mm) of the zoom lens. Pan
slowly. Avoid too much panning and zooming.
(b) Use close-ups often for good visual effects — but not
too "tight" or home TV receivers may not display the entire
view.

(c) Always "establish" the overall scene before moving in
for a partial scene close-up.
(d) Dolly the entire camera for appealing perspective
changes. Dollying is an excellent technique.
(e) Avoid bright reflections of light from objects such as
chrome, glass, etc. Be very careful not to focus on the set
lighting.
(f) Avoid close-up scenes with "back-lighting" such as
stadium lights. If direct back-lighting is unavoidable in some
scenes, be sure to operate the camera TARGET switch in
the MANual position. The AUTOMATIC position regulates
the target control to the brightest object in a scene, leaving
the balance of the scene nearly black. Also, vidicon image
"burn" will result if a direct back-light remains in the scene
too long at one point.
(g) Rehearse all scenes, camera positions and lens settings
prior to a "take."

System Design - Interconnection
(a) The attached system diagrams indicate various operat-
ing situations. The professional components will permit a
wide range of other possible system designs depending
upon specific requirements.
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Crimp out signal failure for the life of the cable.

AMP's CATV crimp fittings deliver constant 75-ohm impedance from head end to set. No conversions anywhere. No damaging torque. Fittings will last for the life of the cable with low insertion loss, high return loss and low VSWR.

AMP's fittings are quickly applied to the cable by a patented crimp with matching tools for uniformity of connections time after time. The complete line includes connectors, splices, wall receptacles and grounding blocks—the only line of coaxial crimp fittings designed specifically for CATV.

Engineered by AMP Incorporated, leader and pioneer in compression-crimp techniques. For full information, contact us directly.
Paving the Way for a Painless System Conversion

By John Monroe
Vumore Co., Manhattan, Kansas

While there are a great many lowband CATV systems in operation in the United States, more and more of the older plant owners are giving serious thought to adding more channels and updating their systems. Some will do it piece-meal a little at a time out of monthly income, putting up new cable with their present staffs. Others will sign contracts with suppliers whereby the entire job is done rather speedily. Some operators will elect to use their present cable and as much of their present plant as possible. Others will strip down to the bare strand and dispose of the old gear the best way they can. Multiple owners and operators can move the lowband equipment to locations which, because of a scarcity of stations will never go allband. Considering that old equipment brings very little on the open market, this is the logical method for handling it.

Obviously when you build a new system you have no subscribers or their habits to concern yourself with. Not so with an operating system. If you have been in business for a number of years, your patrons have pretty much become accustomed to what they can expect from the cable. They know, perhaps, that channel twelve comes in on channel two and has been that way for five years.

In one of our operations we installed new cable and amplifying equipment. We put up new antennas and bought new head-end gear and were set to go from five channels to nine. We did quite a bit of advertising and thought that everyone in town knew of our plans. We thought we had fully informed our subscribers of the changes to come and that they would immediately know that channel twelve would no longer be on channel two on their set but would now be where it had always belonged; on channel twelve. Then, one night we closed down as a lowband system and opened up the next morning as a modern allband plant. When the phone started ringing, we suddenly learned that about two thirds of our subscribers were wondering what we had done with their channels. We kept answering the phone and we kept up our advertising campaign and before too long practically everyone knew where to find their favorite station.

On our next conversion job we decided to benefit from our earlier experience and do things a little differently. Also, we were planning to use existing cable which consisted of ½" aluminum trunk and plastic jacketed feeders. We had made exhaustive tests to determine the loss characteristics at the various channels but we couldn't be sure about the feeders in all locations. We had been operating this system as a five channel lowbander for several years and we knew we could keep them happy if we continued to give our subscribers the same service while we changed out amplifiers. This we did, changing out one or two amplifiers a night after the stations were off the air. We continued this and went through the entire plant changing out line equipment and installing line extenders to carry the new allband signals. There was no disruption of service and very little inconvenience.

Prior to changing out the amplifying equipment we had installed microwave receiving facilities and had the four additional channels ready at the head-end site. Then, after the entire system had been converted to allband we merely added the four new channels to the high band, leaving the original channel set up intact. Our reasoning was that if any part of the system, such as abnormally long drops were attenuating the high channels too much we wouldn't be depriving our subscribers of their normal fare. We had carried out an advertising campaign to let the people know of our additional channels and we also asked them to call in if any trouble was encountered with the new stations.

Our feeling is that most people who get used to finding a station on a certain spot on the channel selector won't relish the idea of looking for it somewhere else. There may be cases where the system operator will be forced to shift the channel number to satisfy the television station but any change should be made only after an extensive educational process has been completed. Direct mail is very good for this. You can write your subscribers a letter and enclose your new channel card. If you are importing signals into your community chances are that you will be bringing them stations they have not had, so the channel number is not very important. If you bring in channel four and put it on twelve on your new allband system, the subscriber will get used to it and he couldn't care less. But if you move twelve from its accustomed spot on four you'll hear about it. Your motive for going allband in the first place is to provide more channels. You can accomplish this by adding the new stations to the high band and you can keep everybody happy. Of course, if you can add four new stations on channels 7, 9, 11 and 13, your system and the subscriber's will be happier.
Now you can increase hook-ups and build subscriber interest with low cost local origination. The all-new R. H. Tyler Service Scanner is your answer to economy in public service and promotion programming. Any variety and sequence of messages may be shown on the 16-position revolving drum. (Use standard 3" by 5" note cards, if you wish.)

Message exposure time is factory pre-set to your specific requirements. Relays permit from 1 to 16 panels to be shown per viewing cycle. And . . . Service Scanner may be easily phased into Weather Scan operation. Sturdy all-metal construction . . . precision-manufactured rotating mechanism . . . crystal-clear, shadow-free panel lighting . . . high-resolution MTC-15 Concord camera.

Put this top performance unit to work building up your subscribers. It's the economical way to provide high-interest local origination programming. Write for complete details. **READY TO OPERATE $995.**

**R.H. TYLER COMPANY**

Originator of Time/Weather Equipment for CATV
1404 - 15th Street • Wellington, Texas • (806) 447-5841
You don't stand a chance of a ghost with us

And that's a good thing to remember if your CATV channels are haunted.
Because ITC has the ghostbreakers.
The ITC Focus 12: a heavy-shielded, 12 channel, V to V converter that completely eliminates signal interference, ghosts, and flip-flopping.
The ITC Plus 13: Adds the potential of 13 new, interference-free channels to your current CATV system.

The ITC Gamut 25: clears the ghosts from your existing 12 channels, and like the Plus 13, adds the potential of 13 extra crystal-clear channels to your CATV system.
All three perform as fully transistorized remote units.
All three offer outstanding frequency stability and perfect color reception.
And all three are easy to buy, easy to sell, and easy to install.

For complete specifications, write for the ITC Ghostbreaker spec sheets. Or call us at 213-478-7751.

Three meticulously designed units that can increase business in your CATV area, and end your ghost stories, forever.

Spooky, isn't it?
A Key Factor in Good Management

Security versus Ambition: What Motivates Your Employees?

By D. Michael Ganley

The theory has been advanced that people in business can be differentiated into two primary types. The greatest number of these people we may call, for lack of a better term, of the “Employee Tendency”. This is in no way meant as a slur, but rather as an objective analysis of the motivation of this type of person. For particular and usually very valid reasons, or because of environmental pressures, these people seem to be characterized by a constant pursuit of security; anything which threatens this goal is shunned. This may include such things as increased responsibility, job evaluation based on results, the advocacy of a particular or perhaps unpopular opinion, and so on.

The other primary type we may define as having the “Managerial Tendency”. The motivational factor uppermost here is an unrelenting ambition. The wellspring of this can be any of a multitude of causes: fear of poverty, desire to be a “somebody”, a hunger for power—all of these and more may play a part.

These divisions have no regard for the present relative positions of the individuals. Quite conceivably a vice president can be of the employee type, while the janitor can be of a managerial persuasion.

If we accept this theory as correct, and also assume that a certain number of people are to be found in the grey area, moving from one category to the other, at any given time, then the way in which we may elect to handle our employees becomes much less difficult.

For instance, we may interpolate that the employee category worker will welcome increased job opportunity combined with higher compensation, but only to a given point. This may be termed his threshold of security. If, because of his general competence, management insists on putting more of a load on him, they may well find themselves with a botched job, a missing employee, or perhaps both.

On the other hand, the managerial oriented person can be stymied by the sin of omission rather than commission. He must be analytically recognized for what he is—a driven man. Basically this drive is ego-centered, but with judicial guidance it can be directed toward company aims. If men of this type possess a security threshold, it’s usually too high to be practically usable.

However, if this type of employee is not given his head, if he is not allowed as much room to move as cipline, in short, if he is not allowed to grow, one of two things will happen. He will either leave for greener pastures, or gradually metamorphose into the employee category.

These particular categories have absolutely no bearing on educational achievement, save where an individual’s ambitious horizons may have been broadened by increased knowledge.

One adjunct to this discussion is the “Diamond in the Rough” syndrome. This is the managerial-bent installer who wants to be system manager. Time and experience usually take the place of education here, and the person moves from one plateau to another, not being aware of the one above that at which he aims until he has reached it.

It is not possible to objectively survey these attributes as being good or bad; on one hand the employee tendency limits a man’s career. In return it provides a certain feeling of security and a distinct separation between the business and home life.

The managerial tendency, while being a very valuable attribute in business, requires more than a little of a man. Broken marriages, fatherless children, yachts rusting by the pier, and ulcers provide mute testimony to the terrible power of unbridled ambition. This is not to say that an acceptable balance between work and home cannot be reached, but unfortunately in far too many cases it is not. While the condition may be, in the long run, bad for the individual, it is corporately beneficial. (It is a salient point, however, that managerial types have historically characterized their condition as a “glorious misery”.)

Like everything else, these categories are an everchanging thing. As a managerial type becomes older and material things affect him less, he may gradually move from one category to the other, or, again, he may not. A young married employed type who at 25 would not dream of spending more than 40 hours away from his bride may, at 35, with the children’s college to think about, be an odds-on favorite in the rat race.

It is easily seen therefore, that your mental classification of people into one of these types or the grey area in between can give you a very valuable clue to their future performance, capabilities, and limitations.

It has been found that the employee type generally is rather vocal about his job feelings, and
there is nothing wrong with this. The managerial type, on the other hand, has perforce been compelled to take on a certain protective coloration, because ambition is so often met by suspicion. Usually these people can be recognized by their almost limitless assumption of responsibility; in fact, it is not rare to find in some companies a junior clerk doing work for several superiors that is well above his nominal station in the organization, and often he is willing and eager for more.

One personnel manager finds that these types can often be recognized by the way in which they answer the employment application’s simple question, “Where do you want to be in 10 years?” They get caught between the pillars of saying “Chairman of the Board,” and being regarded as either insane or too ambitious to be reliable, or saying “office supervisor,” and being hired into a company that has actual promotional opportunities of just that magnitude.

One difficult aspect to the proper care and feeding of the managerial type employee is the fact that his virtue of ambition often gives rise to the disease of impatience. While he may have the proper attitude toward the more lofty job to which he aspires, he may not yet possess the mechanical tools necessary to insure his competence — but don’t expect him to realize this. It is up to his immediate superior to continuously see that these short-comings are realized and rectified; it is also valuable for a superior to recognize that the best way to rise above the crowd is to have people pushing from below.

To take an example pertinent to CATV, let’s suppose we are manager of a group-owned system with a chief tech, 4 technicians, and 2 permanent installers. Let us further suppose that the chief tech, while competent in his area, is not managerial oriented. The technicians have two among them of a managerial bent, and one of the installers is likewise inclined. We, as the manager, would like to go into the home office as a regional director; we believe this might be possible in 6 months to a year’s time if we have a competent replacement. With this in mind, how do we proceed without damaging anyone’s toes unduly?

The installer is no great problem: we can encourage him towards greater technical training with an eye towards promotion to technicians. In the interest of fairness, the chief technician should be appraised of the possibility of managerness, likewise, and separately, the two technicians. Increased formal education in a local college or by correspondence might be suggested. The trying out of wings may be promoted by judicious assignment of projects.

When the time comes, there may well be hard feelings; however, if the appointment has been made on a fair basis, judging on all factors of a man’s performance, these can have little justification. Everyone had his chance. You may lose a man because he was bypassed, but you probably have lost one and probably more anyway; and this way you are going to the home office with what you believe is the best appointment possible to back you up. Sure, it would have been easier to merely up the chief tech and replace him with the senior tech, but as a regional director your comparative judgment of employees is going to play a large part in your overall job suitability.

The most important factor in the above situation is that you promise nothing except the opportunity to complete. Some readers might say at this point that competition between employees could be a destructive factor. However, if the manager acts the part of the referee properly, it can be more a force that binds the organization together, than one that splits it asunder.

We may conclude, therefore, that an understanding of individual motivation is a most important factor in management.

What we have discussed here is only a theory, (and a highly controversial one, at that) but it can, and does, provide a measure of guidance in that most difficult area of human relations, the comparative judgment of people. Cable television is a business that requires managers who are sensitive to the desires and motivations of people; their employees and associates as well as the system’s subscribers.
The Background and Status of CATV Industry Regulations

"The principal clamor for regulation of the CATV industry comes from the TV broadcasting industry ... based almost entirely on a request for protection from competition ..." This statement is one of the key points made by Warren E. Baker, Counsel for the United States Independent Telephone Association, in the report published below. His comments constitute a simply stated, but comprehensive review of CATV regulation to date. And, although prepared for telco personnel, this report is an excellent primer (or review) for anyone interested in the background of cable television's regulatory status. It was presented originally at the 70th Annual USITA Convention recently held in Las Vegas, Nevada.

There has always been a degree of regulation of CATV operators, albeit largely on the basis of requiring an operator to obtain a franchise to utilize the streets and rights-of-way to string cables and in some instances to erect poles. This local regulation has become increasingly more detailed, both in prescribing the kinds of service which must be made available, the time limits of construction and the fees which must be paid the local community for the privileges granted. Nevertheless, the real expansion in regulation which has occurred is that imposed by the Federal Government, essentially through the Federal Communications Commission.

FCC Regulation Of CATV

The principal clamor for regulation of the CATV industry comes from the TV broadcasting industry. While couched in language of protecting the public interest it has been based almost entirely on a request for protection from competition so as to maintain the economic viability or profitability of TV broadcasters. To understand the present status of regulation, it is worthwhile to examine briefly the about face in this area which has taken place at the FCC in the last ten years.

In 1958 the Commission examined CATV with respect to application of its Title III jurisdiction (radio licensing) and concluded that it was doubtful that any of those provisions could be interpreted to reach CATV systems. Frontier Broadcasting V. Collier, 24 FCC 251 (1958). A year later the Commission examined both its common carrier jurisdiction under Title II and its broadcasting authority under Title III and concluded that it had no jurisdiction over CATV. CATV and TV Repeater Services, 26 FCC 403 (1959). Three years later the Commission started a reversal of its position by attacking the problem from the opposite end.

In passing upon an application for microwave licenses for the purpose of relaying programs to CATV systems, the Commission concluded that public interest findings could not be made unless the microwave licensee required from the microwave's CATV customer certain protections for the benefit of the broadcasters. Carter Mountain Transmission Corp., 32 FCC 459 (1962). This "public interest" technique of indirect regulation was sustained by the Court of Appeals (D.C.) 321 F.2d 359 (1963) and a petition for certiorari was denied by the Supreme Court, 375 U.S. 951 (1963). Once the court had sustained this indirect regulation of CATV, the Commission extended its jurisdiction to all CATVs served by microwave facilities. First Report on CATV Regulation, 38 FCC 683 (1965). Initially the regulations merely required carriage of all local TV stations and non-duplication of their programming.

In 1965 the Commission took its next step and asserted jurisdiction over the CATV industry not utilizing microwave facilities. Its Notice and Inquiry was issued in 1965 and its Second Report and Order came out in February 1966 (2 FCC 2d 725). In the Second Report and Order, the same kind of regulation relating to local carriage and non-duplication of programs of local TV were issued. In addition, however, a new concept — restrictions on importation of distant TV signals — was inserted. A brief summary of the elements of regulation now invoked by the FCC is therefore in order.

In order to protect TV broadcasters, who unlike the CATVs, would serve the broad rural areas as well as the more heavily populated areas, the Commission issued regulations covering three areas. First, it was made mandatory that a CATV carry on its system all local TV signals. This was so that subscribers to CATV would not be weaned away from the local TV signals by the better quality of pictures carried on the system. Second, the CATV systems were required upon request to protect local TV stations against duplication of their programs. This was designed to protect the audience of the local station. These two were allegedly
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to protect TV broadcasters against unfair competition. The third — and perhaps the most restrictive — form of regulation is that relating to importation of distant signals. This is also the most recent. Here the protection against importing signals from a long distance, even though such signals did not duplicate local programming, was simply to protect the local TV station against competition which might dilute its audience. Having been precluded from competing for audience by using signals duplicating the local stations, CATVs were beginning to utilize the programming of major independent stations which because of location in large markets had an economic base enabling them to program in competition with some network programming. Restrictions on importation of distant signals could not be based on unfair competition but only on dilution of market and potential risk of local broadcasting survival. In contrast to the earlier regulation, this area was found to be a potential rather than a definite harm to free broadcasting.

The first two forms of regulation have been fairly standardized. That with respect to distant signal importation is now in its developmental stage. The Commission in its Second Report and Order in effect created certain procedural devices which inhibit the importation of distant signals. With respect to the top 100 markets in the U.S., the Commission flatly precluded importation of distant signals without a hearing in which the issues would be whether the importation proposed would threaten the viability of existing stations or stations applied for yet to be built.

With respect to markets other than the top 100, the Commission required that notice of importation be given and a period of 30 days pass during which parties could file objections to such importation. It provided, however, that upon the filing of an objection to the importation of a signal, the signal could not be imported until after the Commission has ruled on the pleadings. The Commission, of course, had provisions for waivers as it does in all its rules. The effect of the distant signal regulation, of course, has been to create a flood of petitions for waivers by CATVs and a flood of objections to operations by broadcasters seeking protection from competition. The real result has been long term delays, if not outright denial, of the bringing in of distant signals. The Commission has been expeditious only in processing cease and desist orders to preclude the expansion of CATV activities. It has granted a few waivers of the mandatory hearing provision but it has denied or failed to act on the overwhelming majority which have been filed. It is not surprising, therefore, that this expansion of regulation by the Commission is being challenged in court actions.

Some of the first cases to reach the courts were appeals from cease and desist orders directed against CATV activities within the top 100 markets contrary to the CATV rules. Seven of these cases have reached the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The Commission's cease and desist orders have been affirmed in two cases, Buckeye Cablevision v. F.C.C., Case No. 20, 274 (D.C. Cir. June 30, 1967) and Booth American Co. v. F.C.C., 374 F. 2d 311 (D.C. Cir. 1967). One has been dismissed by agreement of the parties. Jackson TV Cable Co. v. F.C.C., Case No. 20, 468. The remaining four are still pending, TeleSystems Corp. v. F.C.C. (Case No. 20, 387), Back Mountain Telecable, Inc. V. F.C.C. (Case No. 20, 642), Township of Kingston v. F.C.C. and United States (Case No. 20,643) and Borough of Dallas v. F.C.C. and United States (Case No. 20,644); the last three of which have been consolidated by the Court.

Three cases (two involving the same action) are also pending in the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia where the FCC's refusal to issue a cease and desist order against a CATV system has been appealed. Springfield Television Broadcasting Corp. v. F.C.C. (Case Nos. 20,683 and 20,732) and Cedar Rapids Television Co. et al v. F.C.C. and United States (Case No. 20,783).

Two cases that reached the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had stemmed from petitions to review FCC decisions which designated for evidentiary hearing the question of the effect of CATV operations in the San Diego area upon TV broadcasting and the public interest. On April 28, 1967, that Court stated that the Commission had no jurisdiction to issue temporary orders limiting the CATV activities in the San Diego market (pending evidentiary hearing on the CATV proposals in that top 100 market). It vacated and set aside portions of the Commission's order designed to effect such limitations.

The Court also refused at that time to review the other matter that had been raised by the parties. Southwestern Cable Co. v. United States, 378 F. 2d 118 (9th Cir. 1967). The FCC and the Department of Justice have filed a petition for certiorari with the U.S. Supreme Court in an effort to overturn this blow to its CATV rules.

The basic rules of the FCC contained in the First Report and Order and in the Second Report and Order are being directly challenged in the Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit. The lead case in that Circuit is Black Hills Video Corp. and Midwest Video Corp. v. F.C.C. and United States (Case No. 18,052). Four other cases, two of which were originally filed in the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, have been transferred there and consolidated with the initial case. Regardless of the outcome of this case, it is expected it will be the subject of a petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court. If the jurisdiction of the Commission is sustained, the CATV industry will appeal it. If it is denied, it is likely the FCC will seek certiorari, just as it has the case from the West Coast. Nevertheless, the Commission is actively continuing to enforce its rules and sustain its jurisdiction in this field.

**Copyright Regulation Of CATV**

On another front a regulation of CATV is impending solely because of a court decision with respect to copyrights. In the United Artists case, determined first by Judge Herlin (United Artists Television, Inc. v. Fortnightly Corp., 225 F. Supp. 177 S.D. N.Y. 1966) and sustained later by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, 377 F. 2d 872 (2d Cir. 1967), it has been held that the carrying of television programs picked up off-the-air and distributed over a CATV system is a publication within the meaning of the Copyright Act and thus that
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### Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+55dbv</td>
<td>+48dbv</td>
<td>+48dbv</td>
<td>+48dbv (bridget)</td>
<td>+48dbv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Gain</td>
<td>28db</td>
<td>+21db</td>
<td>+30db</td>
<td>+12db</td>
<td>+38db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Gain (Recommended)</td>
<td>25db**</td>
<td>up to 19db</td>
<td>up to 27db</td>
<td>up to 10db</td>
<td>35db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range +1/4db</td>
<td>50-220 Mhz</td>
<td>50-220 Mhz</td>
<td>50-220 Mhz</td>
<td>50-220 Mhz</td>
<td>50-220 Mhz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain Control Range # Channel 13</td>
<td>6db [flat]</td>
<td>6db [flat]</td>
<td>6db [flat]</td>
<td>6db [flat]</td>
<td>6db [flat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-3-6db pad</td>
<td>0-3-6db pad</td>
<td>0-3-6db pad</td>
<td>0-3-6db pad</td>
<td>0-3-6db pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt Control Range # Channel 2</td>
<td>5db</td>
<td>4db</td>
<td>4db</td>
<td>4db</td>
<td>5db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Loss</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 1/2db</td>
<td>1 1/2db</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Return Loss</td>
<td>18db</td>
<td>18db</td>
<td>18db</td>
<td>18db</td>
<td>20db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Return Loss</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridger Return Loss</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
<td>15db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Fig**</td>
<td>Hiband</td>
<td>21dB</td>
<td>21dB</td>
<td>10dB</td>
<td>12dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10dB</td>
<td>8dB</td>
<td>19dB</td>
<td>6dB</td>
<td>10dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (average @ 65°F)</td>
<td>210ma Ω22VAC min</td>
<td>23ma Ω22VAC min</td>
<td>250ma Ω22VAC min</td>
<td>410ma Ω22VAC min</td>
<td>220ma Ω22VAC min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>160ma Ω32VAC max</td>
<td>175ma Ω32VAC max</td>
<td>190ma Ω32VAC max</td>
<td>300ma Ω32VAC max</td>
<td>165ma Ω32VAC max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended Input: Ch. 2 #</td>
<td>+13dbv</td>
<td>+21dbv</td>
<td>+17dbv</td>
<td>+13dbv</td>
<td>+13dbv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. 13</td>
<td>+10dbv</td>
<td>+26dbv (min.)</td>
<td>+18dbv (min.)</td>
<td>+10dbv</td>
<td>+10dbv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended Output: Ch. 2 #</td>
<td>+25.5dbv</td>
<td>+38dbv</td>
<td>+38dbv</td>
<td>+38dbv (bridget)</td>
<td>+38dbv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. 13</td>
<td>+35dbv</td>
<td>+45dbv</td>
<td>+45dbv</td>
<td>+45dbv (bridget)</td>
<td>+45dbv</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dimensions: 9 1/2 x 7 x 3 inches [24.2 cm x 17.8 cm x 7.6 cm]. Weight: approx 5 lbs. [2.275 Kilograms].

*Twelve carriers, no visible cros-modulation with operational tilt. **Aligned for full cable equalization.

---

**Noise Figure**:
- **Hiband**: 10dB
- **Loband**: 8dB

**Gain Control Range**: 0-3-6dB pad
- **Channel 13**: 6dB [flat]
- **Channel 2**: 5db

**Tilt Control Range**: 4dB
- **Channel 2**: 4db

**Output Return Loss**: 18db
- **Channel 13**: 15db

**Bridger Return Loss**: 15db

**Noise Figure**:
- **Hiband**: 21dB
- **Loband**: 21dB

**Power**: 210ma @ 22VAC min, 160ma @ 32VAC max
- **Channel 2 & Ch. 13**: +13dbv, +21dbv (min.), +17dbv

**Recommended Input**: 25.5dbv, 35dbv
- **Channel 2 & Ch. 13**: +25.5dbv, +35dbv

---

All specifications subject to change without notice.
such carriage or performance without a license is an infringement of copyright. This decision, like others which have a profound economic effect on any industry, is being challenged before the Supreme Court. The CATV industry, which lost both the lower court and Court of Appeals decisions, has requested by petition of certiorari that the Supreme Court exercise its discretion and review this case. If certiorari is denied or if after certiorari is granted the Supreme Court sustains the basic holding of the lower court case, which in my view is the most likely course, CATVs will become liable for copyright fees and will have to either through their own collective efforts obtain some blanket licensing or obtain some legislative relief to provide the same.

Since numerous proposals to revise the copyright laws were being considered by this session of Congress, efforts were made to include proposals which would affect the liability of CATVs. Among the proposals were some offered by the broadcasting industry which would have had the effect of regulating other aspects of CATV business. This was an area belonging to the Commerce Committee, not the Judicial Committee, and an inter-committee squabble was used to stop the proposed bill. As a result, no definitive action has been taken in this field. Whether CATVs will obtain some exemption by legislation and whether as a price for such exemption CATVs will be subjected to additional regulation is unknown. The Potential however is there.

CATV Demand For Regulation Of Telephone Companies

Primarily through complaints filed by its associations, both national and regional, the CATV industry has instigated a large scale FCC investigation into the telephone industry's involvement in CATV. The investigation instituted involves not only the terms, conditions and reasonableness of the rates and regulations contained in tariffs of telephone companies for channel services which the FCC has asserted are within its jurisdiction, largely because of Section 202 (b) of the Communications Act, but an inquiry into the pole attachment policies of telephone companies and the question of whether telephone companies are obligated to obtain certificates under Section 214 of the Act for any construction of facilities to be utilized in providing channel services to CATV systems. See for example 6 FCC 2d 434, Docket 17098.

The investigation is at the outset limited to the Bell Telephone System operating companies, the General Telephone System operating companies and the United Telephone operating companies. However, the decisions in this investigation will clearly have applicability to every independent telephone company that provides services for a CATV system. Because a decision with respect to the Section 214 question could have such a profound effect on the activities of telephone companies, i.e., whether they would first be required to obtain from the FCC authority to construct facilities, the Commission at the instigation of the CATV industry separated this issue from all others and set it for an expedited hearing. The hearings were completed in early summer and briefs to the Commission were filed on October 2 with reply briefs filed on October 23. An oral argument before the Commission will be held at a date yet to be established.

Since this is an expedited proceeding on the basic issue, a decision is likely before the first of the year. It is not unlikely that regardless of which way the decision goes it will be appealed by somebody to the courts. From the standpoint of the CATV industry a decision in its favor, that is supporting its contention that no telephone company can construct cable facilities to distribute CATV signals for an operator even if requested and pursuant to a tariff without first obtaining a certificate under 214, makes available to them an important delaying tactic. They could on the one hand delay a competitor using tariff services of a telephone company from getting into a business while at the same time getting into business by their own construction which would not require such certificate. A decision by the Commission on the other hand sustaining the telephone company's position that these are local facilities not subject to a Section 214 certification would mean that telephone companies are free under tariffs to provide service to one or all CATV operators who desire to utilize such services and not be foreclosed from providing complete communication services within their exchange areas . . . .

An ancillary question which is of serious import to all telephone companies is the assertion that the decision of the FCC in the Capital City case was only half right. This case found that when a connecting carrier provided a local loop to a broadcasting station, this service because of Section 202 b) of the Act became subject to regulation by the FCC, Capital City Telephone Company, 3 FCC 189 (1936). The Commission also held, however, that this did not cause the connecting carrier to lose its status as a connecting carrier. The argument now being made is that the second of these propositions is incorrect and that when a telephone company provides cables in a distribution facility for a television-received signal, it becomes subject to the FCC's jurisdiction and it does lose its status as a connecting carrier, thereby becoming subject to Section 214 of the Act.

The most serious aspect of this particular problem is that the Common Carrier Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission has now adopted the argument.

Should this recommendation of the Common Carrier Bureau and of the CATV industry be adopted by the Federal Communications Commission and be sustained by the courts, most every independent telephone company will soon be subject to every aspect of federal regulation, including all tariff filings, accounting filings, report filings, and obtaining authorization under 214 for any facility to use in connection with interstate communications. While, of course, we believe that such a reversal of a decision which has been approved by Congress would be illegal, the ability of the Federal Communications Commission to completely reverse its decisions of 1958 and 1959 as to its lack of authority over CATV operators does not lend much comfort to the belief that this profound change in the status of the independent telephone industry may not come about. Telephone companies, like CATVs, may well be in for greater regulation.
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. and its consolidated subsidiaries have reported net sales of $2,609,503 for the first quarter of the fiscal year ending Sept. 30. The same period last year showed net sales of $2,557,743. Net profits for the two periods respectively were $53,175, or $.07 per share, and $51,423, or $.07 per share. The company shows a decreased order backlog of $2,750,000.

Ameco, Inc. has announced earnings for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1967. The report showed a net loss of $2,591,220 on net sales of $5,451,663. This compares with net earnings of $276,970 on net sales of $11,904,394 for the same period ending June 30, 1966. Net loss per share was listed as $2.16 as compared with a net earnings per share of $.23 last year. Also announced were first quarter consolidated net sales of $1,648,066 and a net loss of $46,308, or $.04 loss per share on 1,200,000 outstanding shares on the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1967. This compares with sales of $2,126,379 and a loss of $103,920, or $.09 loss per share on the same number of shares the prior year.

Cox Broadcasting Corporation reported net earnings of $1,392,998, equal to $.49 per share, for the three months ending Sept. 30. This represented an increase of 14 per cent over earnings of $1,217,208, or $.43 per share, a year earlier. Operating revenues in the 1967 third quarter totaled $11,359,203, an increase of 23 per cent over revenues of $9,209,078 in the corresponding months of 1966.

Raytheon Company reported nine months earnings of $19,058,000 for the first nine months of 1967 as compared with $15,442,000 for the same period last year. Per share earnings were $.290 showing an increase over last year's figure of $.236. Sales for the recent period were $692,951,000 compared with the $529,894,000 for last year.

Storer Broadcasting reported that its after-tax earnings for the nine months ending Sept. 30 were $5,430,550, or $.30 per share, compared to $8,025,861, or $.19 per share for the same period last year.

Avco Corp. reports sales of $509,223,617 and per share income of $1.59 for the nine months ending Aug. 31. This compares with sales of $416,312,138 and per share income of $1.64 for the same period last year. Net income for the two periods respectively was $22,435,300 and $22,716,604.

General Tire and Rubber reports a per share earnings of $.85 as compared with $.205 last year for the nine month period ending Aug. 31. Net sales for the two periods respectively were $711,282,089 and $710,766,690. The company showed a net income of $15,034,000 for 1967 and a net income of $35,299,000 for the same period last year.

Mountain States Tel. & Tel. has reported per share earnings of $.42 for the three month period ending Aug. 31. Per share earnings for the same period last year were the same amount. An increase in operating revenues was shown - $134,841,508 as compared with $127,573,908. Net income was slightly less for the 1967 period - $20,729,828 - as compared with $20,787,306 for 1966.

General Instrument Corp. reported a six month share earnings at $1.28 as compared with $1.13 for 1966. During the 6 month period ending Aug. 31 sales totaled $95,098,715 for 1967 and $75,405,319 for 1966. Net income for the two periods respectively was $4,858,996 and $3,193,399. The figures for 1967 reflect all mergers and acquisitions while the figures for 1966 do not.

Calendar

JANUARY 12-13. The Rocky Mountain Cable Television Association annual meeting will be held at the Holiday Inn in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

JANUARY 22-23. The NCTA Executive Committee meeting will be held in Washington, D. C.

FEBRUARY 4-10. National Cable TV Week.

MARCH 18-20. The NCTA Board of Directors meeting will be held.

MARCH 24-26. The Southern CATV Association spring meeting will be held at Callaway Gardens in Atlanta, Georgia.

APRIL 4-5. NAED Region II conference will be held at the Atlanta Cabana Hotel/Motel in Atlanta, Georgia.

JUNE 3-5. The NCTA Board of Directors will meet. Location to be announced.

JUNE 30 to JULY 3. The NCTA 17th Annual Convention will be held in Boston, Massachusetts, at the Sheraton-Boston Hotel.

State Legislative Sessions

U - undetermined
L - legislative days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Session Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Jan. 22 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Jan. 8 - Mar. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Feb. 21 - Mar. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Jan. 3 - June 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Feb. 6 - 30 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Jan. 8 - Feb. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Feb. 21 - Mar. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Jan. 9 - Feb. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - 60 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>May 20 - July 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Jan. 17 - Apr. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass.</td>
<td>Jan. 3 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Jan. 10 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Jan. 9 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Jan. 16 - Feb. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Jan. 3 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - 90 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - Apr. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Carolina</td>
<td>Jan. 9 - U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Dakota</td>
<td>Jan. 2 - 30 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Jan. 10 - Apr. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Virginia</td>
<td>Jan. 10 - Feb. 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

December, 1967
In the business world, the name "Xerox" is synonymous with streamlined duplication and reproduction techniques. But the success of Xerox products also means continued growth, diversity, complexity and an escalation to the communications challenge.

That's why Xerox has turned to the immediacy of a Sony Industrial closed-circuit TV system. Company officials feel that the audio-visual environment offers unique opportunities for training, engineering, research, employee relations and overall exchange of intra-company information.

Heart of the system is the Sony PV-120U Videocorder, complete with cameras, monitors, production controls and ancillary devices usually found only in commercial TV studios. Field offices and remote locations link the company network via the highly mobile recording and playback facilities of the Sony EV-200 Videocorder.

A Xerox spokesman sums up the economic justification of the system in this way: "Training is the first and most important reason for any manufacturing company, Xerox included, to install a CCTV system. It's a natural association. If our system's sole purpose were to make training tapes, it could pay its way. Video taped programs are easier and cheaper to make than films."

This is only one of the hundreds of applications of Sony Videocorder systems in education, research and training for science, industry and government.

To find out how Sony can help you meet the challenge of communications ... and make it a bi-lateral process ... write or call us today.

For complete details on this application, ask for APB 102.
Our goal is to be the top construction company in Cable Television. We're not there yet.

But we will be someday because we do, in fact, try harder for you. It's as simple as that. When you need system engineering and construction or rebuild, you want the best. That's why we think you'll choose us.

Qualified by experience and backed by trained, veteran technicians, American Matador stands tall in CATV construction:

- Signal Surveys—Layout and Design—Head End

We're equipped to handle all of your CATV construction. When you want turnkey construction, recommend American Matador to your manufacturer. We know you want an experienced company, ready to help you meet your goals.

Are you ready for American Matador? For complete information write or call today.

SAN DIEGO NCTA CONVENTIONEERS:
Reception was great! We appreciate your stopping by our hospitality suite to get acquainted.

AMERICAN MATADOR CORP.
982 North Batavia, Building B, Suite B, Orange, California 92667 Phone 714-639-3200
**DECEMBER’S CATV PROBLEM SOLVERS from PRUZAN**

In December, as in every month of the year, Pruzan will provide the answers to supply problems for more and more CATV systems. The reasons are plain. The combination of knowledgeable people and an almost fanatical intent to ship every order on the day it is received means tops in service. Add big Pruzan inventories, covering the widest range of materials in the industry, and you have the key to keeping costs down and construction on schedule . . . while providing uninterrupted service. Like the idea? Find out for yourself. Call Pruzan today.

Equip your crews for the safest possible working conditions during the winter months.

---

**WARNING SIGNS, FLAGS**

Heavy-duty galvanized “A” frame construction, designed so it will not fall over in the wind. Flag holder welded to the side. 18” sq. panel; can also be furnished to read “ABEL CABLE WORKING.”

- GMP #7358 $16.00 each
- 16” Red Fluorescent plastic flags w/staff & stay: $1.50 each

**FLAGMAN HAND SIGNALS**

Aluminum “Stop” and “Slow” Sign Paddles. 14” round type w/hardwood handle: $5.00 each

**TRAFFIC CONES**

Order the original “Glo-Cone.” 18” high made of red fluorescent plastic with a weighted base to prevent tipping. 28” leader cones also available from stock.

- 18” Glo-Cone $2.20 each
- 28” Glo-Cone $5.00 each

---

**HARD HATS**

Buy the best for your men. MSA “Shockguard” Hard Hats will give the necessary impact and electrical protection to prevent injuries, and meet all safety requirements. Specify whether you want cap style (pictured) or full brim hat style, yellow or white. $4.50 each ($4.95 each equipped with chin strap)

**FIRST AID KITS**

MSA First Aid Kits provide the most commonly required first aid supplies in a waterproof metal case. 10-unit kits are standard equipment on line and installation trucks, 16-unit on construction trucks. 24 and 36 unit kits are available for in-plant emergencies and maintenance of extra refills. 10-unit (MSA・FA-1205) $9.03 each. 16-unit (MSA・FA-1203) $14.15 each.

---

**PLASTIMAYD RAINWEAR**

Here is the heavy duty plastic rain jacket and parka designed for use by linemen and electrical construction workers. Heavy duty rain pants also available. Specify size (S/M/L/XL) and color (Olive Green, Blaze Orange). Ask for your complete Plastimayd catalog. #9540

- Heavy Duty Parka: $14.50 each
- Heavy Duty Pants: $14.50 each

---

**PRUZAN COMPANY** believes that the safety and comfort of the CATV lineman, and the adequate warning and safeguarding of any individuals who may come in contact with construction projects, are absolutely essential for successful CATV operation. Adequate safety procedures not only prevent accidents, but impress upon the local community the earnest desire of the CATV system to be a good citizen and a productive member of the community.

**PRUZAN COMPANY** sells only the highest quality linemen’s and safety equipment, all items approved by national and state industrial safety organizations. For further information on any of these products, or additional catalogs on any of your requirements, phone or write today.

---

For additional information on any of these products, phone or write: PRUZAN COMPANY.

Attn.: Bill Kelowitz.
Mid-Band CA-TVl... Real or Imagined Problem?

By Philip D. Hamlin
Electronic Consultant

(Doctor's Note: There is considerable controversy in the cable television industry at present over use of mid-band frequencies for 20-channel systems. This article by CATV veteran Phil Hamlin expresses his view on the subject of possible interference to aircraft navigation radio resulting from use of mid-band frequencies between 108 and 118 MHz for CATV distribution. These views are in sharp contrast to those expressed by Archer Taylor. (Chairman of NCTA's Engineering Subcommittee) in the article "The Search for CATV Technical Standards" (TV Communications, November, 1967, page 86). The free exchange of views is vital to development of technical standards within our industry; TV Communications will welcome comments from all other interested parties on this or similar subjects.)

Some years ago, the local oscillators in portable radios, operating a few feet from the "OMNI" Antenna of Airliners, were found to give misleading readings. Since the signal from the Omiranges came from distances up to 250 miles, the theory has complete credibility.

Come now many eminent CATV Engineers, who should know better, to tell us signals of the same or lesser magnitude than a portable radio local oscillator may cause interference with airliners when radiated from approximately the same distance as the desired signals.

In other words, we are asked to believe that an amplifier operating at 23 millivolts output at 109.25 mc's into a temporarily loose fitting, a broken cable, or some other condition that would permit some small amount of it to be radiated, may cause a tragedy by guiding an airliner into the source of this signal . . . or to any point other than the point toward which the pilot thinks he is flying!

As a pilot and a consultant to a scheduled airline, I take exception.

First, the Special Radio Technical Committee of ICAO anticipated every conceivable interference and the approved ILS, VAR, and VOR installations withstand all but the most powerful interference, and even that does not render them useless. Second, the theory that 7 microwatts of inefficiently radiated energy, containing the wrong kind of intelligence, can compete with 200 watts of energy, radiated with maximum efficiency and extreme directivity, is just too much to swallow!

Since the theory that 7 microwatt energy in the VHF Navigational Range area - 112 to 118 - can reach 6 to 7 miles vertically and up to 250 miles horizontally to interfere with reception used for en route navigation, is to ridiculous for discussion, let's concentrate on the real "boogey man" which is the ILS lateral guidance system.

The Instrument Landing System consists of Localizer Unit and a Glide Path Unit which operates a horizontal needle and keeps the pilot on his desired descent path by showing him to be above or below, when he wanders from the desired path. It operates at 332 to 335 Mc's and is hardly concerned with our 7 microwatts at 109.25.

The "Localizer" is a vertical needle and it indicates the aircraft's lateral position with respect to the desired course. Although controlled by "phase comparison", the intelligence is radiated at 200 watts, with high directivity, in the 108.3 to 112 Megacycle band.

What safeguards are "built-in" to the system? First, unless absolutely static free reception on the communications channel is available, the landing is not authorized (although many pilots can and do land through a background of audible "sync buzz"). Second, any component failure or dangerous interference becomes immediately apparent, and here again, many airline pilots live with such interference and make safe landings.

To relate the power of a CATV radiation to the normal, constant interference in a typical city, let's examine Seattle and its Seattle/Tacoma Airport ILS. From the north landing south, the aircraft receives a Localizer Signal of 111.5. Approaching from the south to land north, the frequency is 110.3.

In the actual flight path from north to south is a cluster of three 1000' towers, carrying 100 KW at 67.25, 100 KW at 77.25, and 316 KW at 175.25 - channels 4, 5, and 7, and all within a few blocks of hilltop.

Obviously the 2nd harmonics of these stations are of no concern, although allowable radiation would make the seconds about 500,000 times as powerful as our 7 microwatts. What can and does affect aircraft navigation and communications are the fundamentals: first by overdriving RF stages and second, by producing "beats" either in the RF stages or in surrounding metallic oxide objects that re-radiate.

One such beat is the 108 megacycle difference between 7 and 4. Another is the 114 between 7 and 5, but these are just two. Less than a mile from the
“cluster” is Channel 9, with 224 KW. This produces 110, teaming up with Channel 5.

What are the consequences? They vary, according to weather and whether Channel 9, an Educational, happens to be operating. The Localizer Needle, a phase-comparison device, “bends” to the right landing from north to south, and coming in from the south to the north, it “wiggles” throughout the entire approach.

Assessing the seriousness of this interference is difficult. A marginal pilot, or one inexperienced in the phenomena, could have an accident. While in the “soup”, a pilot has no alternative but to assume the “wiggles” are due to wind shifts and faithfully rack his enormous jet - or Piper Cub - to line up with each erratic movement of the vertical pointer.

The danger comes at “minimums”; 200’ for an intercontinental Boeing jet or its equivalent. With the “ragged edge” at 200, the “sink rate” puts the crew at 150’ before they can possibly switch from instrument to visual control, and then they find themselves “close in” at 202 knots straight down the runway, but with the attitude of the aircraft “cocked” as much as 15 degrees from the last “wiggle” or “bend”. Since following that course would never put the aircraft on the runway, some violent action is necessary to correct the course and put it on before time runs out.

To determine public relations of these interference sources, who operate legitimately and whose existence in the spectrum is governed by the FCC and justified by the service they render, I asked a veteran Captain who flies the Seattle-Tokyo run some questions.

Does he ever hear a buzzing sound on communications frequencies? “H — yes!” When? “Near every city . . . Near Seattle, when working Approach Control on 119.5, the ‘buzz’ gets unbearable over Whidbey Island” (he is directly above or adjacent to the “cluster” at this point). Does he know what the interference is? No, he just assumes it’s some other service on the ground, testing.

The same Captain confirmed the “wiggles” approaching from the south, and told how intermittent weather

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Phil Hamlin built his first system in early 1949, using RCA 630 TS modified turners, and serving a “shaded” area of Seattle via private property easements. In 1950, he obtained a franchise by copying the Fire Alarm Franchise of 1907, substituting the wording “coaxial cable” for “wires.” His Seattle system was granted the first telco pole contract west of the Mississippi. Phil was a Jerrold distributor until March, 1953. Following formation of Jerrold-Northwest, of which he was a stockholder, he managed that firm until February 1957. Since that time, Hamlin has been involved in the manufacture of high fidelity equipment in Japan under the Hamlin brand. He is currently developing equipment which is manufactured in Japan for the American CATV market.
conditions that permitted visual ground contact during an approach often contradicted the Localizer and made them wonder.

TVI in the aircraft band is a fact of life. In approximately 1500 hours of small plane piloting, I have never approached a city free of “sync buzz” if it had a TV station. Recently, in the cockpit of a Lockheed Hercules military air carrier flying from Seattle to Vietnam via Travis Air Force Base (California), Anchorage, Shemya, Tokyo, Clark Field, and Saigon, I heard “sync buzz” at every city including Saigon, where we operate Channel 13 as an Armed Forces station!

TVI in the aircraft band, from a 7 microwatt source fed to an open or shorted line is totally impossible. Ruling out the use of the 108 to 120 Megacycle spectrum for mid-band use shares the logic of restricting bicycles from highway use because their weight might destroy the surface!

The real worry is the mobile services. Police, fire, and emergency services count on reliable communications with received signals of less than a microvolt.

Many users of mobile communications find receivers useless in the vicinity of TV stations, whether from harmonics, beats, or paralysis of inputs from sheer power. It is not uncommon to experience the same interference driving along a cable system. In fact, a real test of your system’s “tightness” can be accomplished by peaking a field strength meter to a 150 Mc band mobile transmitter, connecting the FSM to the last amplifier by RG59, and then driving under the system while making “test transmissions”.

WE OFFER ALL THE SERVICES THAT YOU MAY REQUIRE

B. C. CABLE CONTRACTORS LTD.

Providing complete CATV system construction in North America

- ENGINEERING AND PLANNING
- AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
- UNDERGROUND SPECIALISTS
- SUBSCRIBER INSTALLATIONS
- TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION
- SUBCONTRACTING CAPABILITIES

B. C. CABLE CONTRACTORS LTD.

1976 KINGSWAY VANCOUVER, B.C. 604 / 879-2631 (formerly - B. C. Antenna Contractors Ltd.)

No more hard-to-handle, cracking cable jackets when you’re installing CATV drop cable in winter’s icy blast. Now all Times vinyl drop cable comes clothed in a new covering that features greater resistance to low temperature hardening than conventional PVC.

That means high-flexibility performance no matter how low the thermometer drops. This cable can be easily handled in the cold—and quick, safe, simple terminations are possible in winter, as in any other time of year.

No increase in cost. But a marked increase in installation savings. Write for full details on the new Times cold-weather cable today. Times Wire & Cable, a division of The International Silver Company, 358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, Conn. Or call (203) 269-3381.

The Cold-Weather Cable

Times Wire & Cable Division of The International Silver Co. Wallingford, Connecticut
CATV and the Spectrum Analyzer

By I. SWITZER,
Associate Technical Editor

In the past, newly developing electronic services have started with time-based instrumentation, measuring waveforms, and subsequently have adopted spectrum analysis techniques as systems became more complex. CATV — a young, rapidly developing giant among these services — was, by its very nature, forced into spectrum analysis at its onset. The best known and most widely used test instrument for CATV applications is the field strength meter (FSM), which is really a manually scanned spectrum analyzer. Starting with the FSM, the spectrum analyzer (SA) and its operating principals are evolved. A commercially available SA will be described, its advantages and limitations explored, and applications detailed.

The common FSM is a heterodyne receiver capable of tuning the frequency band of interest, usually 54 to 216 MHz, with a meter for indicating the input RF voltage. The block diagram for a typical CATV FSM is shown in Figure 1.

The RF stage provides RF preselection and amplification. The IF amplifier may have a center frequency of 25 MHz and will usually have a 3 dB bandwidth of 600 KHz. The local oscillator and RF amplifier are ganged together for tuning. The detector usually provides a peak detecting function and output is indicated. Image rejection is provided by the RF stage. Range selection is provided by input attenuators or IF gain controls or a combination of both. Range selection is necessary since the indicating meter will usefully cover a range of only 20 dB at a time. Some FSM’s have an expanded range on the indicating dial, but this restricts the meter’s use when a wide dynamic range is not desired.

An FSM could be converted into a spectrum analyzer by providing an automatic mechanical drive for the tuning mechanism, and displaying the detector output on an oscilloscope whose horizontal drive was synchronized to the tuning. This would provide a CRT display of signal strength against frequency. Such mechanical displays are impractical for high speed repetitive use and some electrical equivalent is desirable.

Varactor diodes could be used to provide electronic tuning in an FSM, but it is very difficult to build an RF stage that can be electronically tuned and that will track with an electronically swept local oscillator. Elimination of the RF stage reduces stage sensitivity and makes the receiver susceptible to spurious image responses. Thus an FSM without an RF preselector stage may have its local oscillator at 75 MHz when tuned to a 50 MHz signal (IF 25 MHz). It will be equally sensitive to a 100 MHz signal. It will be impossible to distinguish whether the noted response is from a 50 or 100 MHz signal at the input.

The image rejection problem can be overcome by using a very high IF frequency. If a 500 MHz IF is used with a local oscillator sweeping from 500 to 800 MHz, the receiver responses will be 0 — 300 MHz and 1000 — 1300 MHz. Since the 1000 to 1300 MHz sensitivity is not likely to be a problem in CATV applications we have a useful receiver — with a few additional complications. IF amplifiers for 500 MHz cannot be built with the narrow bandwidths needed for CATV work. Narrower bandwidths are obtained by additional conversions to lower IF’s using fixed frequency local oscillators. Thus we may go progressively to IF’s of 65 and 10.7 MHz and achieve bandwidths of 5 KHz and lower. This resultant instrument is an electronically swept spectrum analyzer.

While there are several available spectrum analyzers that could be used in the CATV industry, one instrument specifically designed for such applications is the Nelson-Ross Mark I CATV Analyzer. This analyzer features complete frequency coverage in one scan, 60 dB display dynamic range, 75 ohm input impedance (type F connector), video (600 kc) display capability, logarithmic, linear and square law vertical scales and ± 2 dB overall flatness. The block diagram is given in Figure 2.

The sweep generator controls sweep width and center frequency,
thus controlling center frequency and dispersion (tuning range). It also controls the sweep repetition rate. Receiver bandwidth is controlled in the 10.7 MHz IF amplifier. This amplifier normally has a 600 KHz bandwidth, but it can be restricted to 5 KHz by switching in a crystal filter. Logarithmic response is also provided at this stage by means of a front panel control. Square law and linear response can also be selected. The video amplifier provides the required drive for the vertical deflection system of the associated oscilloscope. A variable IF gain control is provided along with a step attenuator between the 65 MHz and 10.7 MHz IF stages.

Some general characteristics of the spectrum analyzer should be considered before discussion of specific applications.

Advantages of the SA

The SA gives a sweep frequency display. It shows everything that is going on in a given frequency band in a single oscilloscope display. In maximum dispersion, it displays the whole spectrum from zero to 300 MHz. In its narrowest dispersion mode it displays a 600 KHz segment of spectrum across the full width of the oscilloscope. It can also be operated in a "zero" dispersion mode. In this mode it acts as a regular receiver, displaying the demodulated video on the oscilloscope, subject to the bandwidth limitations of the IF and video amplifiers (600 KHz maximum bandwidth) and the horizontal sweep provided by the sweep rate control.

The SA has a wide dynamic range in a single display. Signals that differ in amplitude by as much as 60 dB can be readily observed in the log mode.

The SA has resolving power comparable to the ordinary FSM when operated in the "wide" mode, and has very much greater resolving power (narrow bandwidth) when operated in the narrow (5 KHz) position. Narrow bandwidth operation permits separation of carriers, beats, etc., that are very close together; just how close depends on their relative levels. If they are about the same level, they would be just separated if they were 5 KHz apart. If they are of different levels, they will have to be more widely separated since one carrier will tend to disappear into the "skirt" of the other. Resolving power is still much greater than that of the ordinary FSM.

The SA has optional log, linear or square law response. In log mode, the vertical deflection is proportional to the log of signal amplitude, thus giving a display that is linear in decibels. In linear mode display is proportional to amplitude of signal input. In square law mode, display is proportional to signal power (square of amplitude) thus accentuating differences between signals.

The SA oscilloscope display can be photographed (Polaroid is preferred) for permanent reference and record, or recordings can be made on X-Y recorders using auxiliary output jacks which are provided.

Figure 2: TV Communications

Figure 3: 300 megacycle scan of output of allband antenna in the New York City area. The large signal at left is zero frequency. Channels 2, 4 and 5 can be seen between 2nd & 3rd graticule lines. The FM band is immediately to the right. Channels 7, 9, 11 and 13 are visible between the 6th & 8th graticule lines. Note poor response to channels 2 & 13. (Linear display).

Limitations of the SA

The SA has high noise figure and low sensitivity. Having no RF stage and a high frequency IF the noise figure is set by the mixer loss and the noise figure of the 500 MHz first IF amplifier.

The SA is subject to overload problems. The mixer generates distortion products — harmonies, intermodulation, and cross modulation products, comparatively easily. It will overload at far lower levels than the familiar FSM's.

The SA is difficult to calibrate for absolute readings. Gain depends very critically on sweep speed, particularly at narrow band width and wide dispersion. The SA permits comparison of standard reference and an unknown signal for both frequency and amplitude.

Applications of the SA

(1.) Swept Field Strength Meter for System Checking: Checking and setting CATV systems requires tuning the FSM back and forth and remembering or writing down levels for the various channels of interest. This procedure can be simplified by use of the SA. The SA will display all the channels in an all band, low band, or sub low/low system simultaneously. Use "wide" bandwidth for this application and set dispersion and tuning to display the band required. Calibrate the SA with any available reference generator. In the log mode, the analyzer will have a 10 dB/cm vertical calibration. The
SA used should be checked for flatness across the band to be sure that it meets the manufacturers specification of plus or minus two dB. This can be done by feeding a good quality sweep generator into the SA. With the SA at a low sweep speed, note the envelope displayed. In log mode, the maximum peak to valley difference should be 0.4 cm (4dB). Greater sensitivity to level differences can be achieved in the linear mode. Adjust IF gain for suitable vertical deflection and check against reference source.

The SA displays all the carriers, picture and sound, at the same time, and the effects of adjustments of amplifier gain and tilt controls are readily observed. In the “wide” mode (600 KHz) the SA is not sensitive to changes in sweep speed and should be calibrated at the start of the day can be relied on throughout the day. The oscilloscope power supplies are quite well regulated against line voltage variations. While the wide bandwidth mode does not give maximum sensitivity, it guarantees immunity against changes in sensitivity and resolving power caused by changes in sweep speed. Check to see whether displayed amplitude changes with sweep speed. Use slowest speed which gives readable display (flicker level tolerable) and which does not reduce displayed amplitudes. The narrow bandwidth position reduces sensitivity drastically — in wide dispersion for all band display, 180 MHz sweep, and with 15 sweep per second second sweep rate, the sensitivity is reduced by about 17 dB and the apparent resolving power reduced almost 50 times, i.e. effective resolving power becomes almost 250 KHz. The wide band display for setting or checking systems does not need the narrow bandwidth.

(2). Precision Field Strength Meter: RF levels can be very accurately measured and set by using the SA as a “transfer standard”. Select a hybrid splitter for balanced outputs (a high speed RF switch is handy for this). When sensitivity is not a problem, an adder can be made from two 20 dB attenuators and a tee. Use the splitter, to mix the signal from the reference generator with the signal being measured. The reference signal can be “walked” up against the signal being measured, by adjusting frequency until it stands right beside the other signal. Use wide bandwidth and narrow dispersions. Adjust the reference generator until signals have equal amplitude. amplitude comparisons can be made more sensitive by changing to linear or square law mode. Signal amplitude can be read from level of reference generator. Frequency can be determined by tuning the reference generator until it lies right over the signal being checked. Beat effects will be small since the SA is presumably being operated with signal inputs at levels that cause minimum distortions. Signals can be compared in this way to small fractions of a decibel.

Be careful to watch for sweep speed effects. This should be minimal in “wide” band mode. Check for these by seeing whether sweep speed has any effect on amplitude of reference and test signals. Signals with wide band modulation, i.e. wide compared to SA bandwidth, are subject to sweep speed effects. Effect can be minimized or eliminated by using narrow dispersion, slow sweep speeds, and wide bandwidths.

(3). Reception Interference: The great resolving power of the SA in its “narrow” band mode makes the instrument very useful for tracking down interfering carriers. Dispersion can be narrowed down to a width of one or two channels.
"I would recommend Kaiser"

And here’s why . . .
— our Merced, California system has one of the longest cascades of amplifiers in the country . . . 42 deep . . . Kaiser amplifiers . . . and they are delivering top quality signals to our subscribers!
— on the spot field engineering assistance from Kaiser helped to adjust the system for top operating performance!
— Kaiser Phoenician Series equipment works as well as it looks . . . is easy to install . . . easy to maintain!”

Douglas H. Dittrick, Manager — Operations
General Electric Cablevision Corporation
Subsidiary of General Electric Company
Schenectady, New York

FOR DELIVERY, SERVICE, PERFORMANCE YOU CAN DEPEND ON . . .

Kaiser CATV CORPORATION / P.O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Ariz., 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411
A SUBSIDIARY OF KAISER AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
The picture, sound and color carriers on the desired channel are easily identified. Interfering carriers, provided they have reasonable separation from desired carriers are easily identified.

A pre-selector of some kind is useful for this application. The pre-selector limits the input signals to the particular band of interest. This prevents generation of undesired distortion products within the SA which may be undistinguishable from the interference being studied. Simple passive band pass filters may be used for this purpose. Better results are obtained by use of an external receiver like a "Channel Commander" or a TV demodulator. The SA is connected to the IF of the receiver being used as the pre-selector. The SA scans the IF output of the pre-selector. The pre-selector is then tuned to the channel being examined. For applications requiring continuous tuning of the spectrum not provided by a TV demodulator tuner, an FSM may be used with adaptation to permit plugging the SA into the FSM IF. The SA then scans the 600 KHz IF of the FSM. This restricts examination to a 600 KHz "window" at a time, but it does permit continuous tuning within the main tuning range of the FSM.

Narrow dispersions and slow sweep rates should be used to preserve SA sensitivity and resolving power. Co-channel carriers are very difficult to resolve. They are separated by only 10 or 20 KHz from the main picture carrier, and unless they are of exception-

ally high amplitude they get lost in the "skirt" of the main carrier. Interfering carriers spaced more than 100 KHz from desired carriers can usually be observed. They can then be tracked back through the system and their sources usually identified. A case history will illustrate:

A CATV system complained of intermittent color "drop out" on Channel 2. Extensive equipment substitutions failed to turn up the problem. The SA was connected to the head-end "Channel Commander" output. It was noted that a spurious carrier appeared quite close to the color carrier intermittently, causing "drop out". This was traced back through the "Channel Commander" with the SA. It was identified as a near-by police transmitter on a frequency quite close to the IF color frequency. This "Channel Commander" had poor RF pre-selection on Channel 2. The police transmitter "bullied" right through the tuner into the IF where it interfered with the color carrier. Once the problem was identified it was easy to fix by adding a high pass filter in front of the "Channel Commander" to improve its RF selectivity. The continuous scanning of the SA permitted the technician to spot the intermittent offending interference. It would have been almost impossible to find in any other way.

Preselectors and preamplifiers considerably improve the performance of the SA by restricting its input to the portion of the spectrum of immediate interest.

This prevents harmonic distortion products and intermodulation products from showing up in the spectrum being studied. The problem is common to all SA's that use "wide open front ends".

The SA can be checked for internally generated distortion products. In order to check whether a particular product noted on the screen is valid, or is internally generated, use an external step attenuator. Reduce input signal level by 10 dB. If the displayed level changes by more than 1 cm (10 dB) the input signal level is too high and should be reduced. All or part of the observed signal was being generated internally. It should also be noted that external pre-selectors in the form or tuners (Channel Commander, demodulators, FSM's) are also subject to overload distortion and should be checked in the same way. By careful choice and adjustment of pre-selectors it is possible to distinguish beats and other spurious carriers over a 60 dB dynamic range. Such measurements have been made with the SA in connection with checking for spurious beats in tests of amplifier output handling capability.

Since narrow bandwidths are commonly used in this application, it is worthwhile at this point to discuss effect of bandwidth and sweep speed on sensitivity and resolving power.

Very narrow bandwidth IF's take some time to respond completely to changing frequencies. The effect of too fast a sweep for a given IF bandwidth is to reduce displayed amplitude and to increase effective bandwidth (reduce...
resolving power). Figure 12 can be used to calculate this effect.

In the Nelson-Ross CATV Spectrum Analyzer, the wide position is so wide that effects are negligible at normal sweep speeds. The narrow bandwidth position is subject to these effects. It is recommended that the narrow position be used only at lower sweep rates and narrower dispersions which will reduce effect on sensitivity and resolving power. Use of a long persistence phosphor (P-7) in the oscilloscope, facilitates use of slower sweep speeds. In extreme cases it may be desirable to use storage type oscilloscope (H-P 141A) and modify the SA for lower sweep speeds.

(4). Checking Amplifier Overload and Distortion: The SA can be used to check amplifier overloads and distortion by displaying the broad spectrum of beats and distortion products caused by serious amplifier overloads. These are generally easy to distinguish from the normal modulation sidebands observed in a working CATV system. Care should be taken, as noted previously, to control the SA input level to prevent internal generation of distortion products. With careful use of preamplifier/ pre-selectors, distortion beats on what should be blank carriers can be observed to a -60 dB level. Harmonic beats can also be displayed if care is taken with use of pre-selectors.

Cross modulation products are very difficult to display. The SA is a frequency domain instrument. The frequency domain manifestation of cross modulation is the appearance of AM modulation sidebands on a carrier that should be free of modulation sidebands. Sideband levels are normally 6 dB down from main carrier, plus the depth of modulation. Thus a carrier with -40 dB cross modulation will have a spectrum in which sidebands are 40 + 6 = 46 dB down from main carrier. Present cross modulation testing techniques call for sensitivities in the range of -40 to -90 dB. This means that sidebands in frequency domain will be 46 to 96 dB down. This exceeds the dynamic capability of the spectrum analyzer. The situation is further complicated by the fact that present cross modulation testing techniques call for use of 15,750 KHz from main carrier. This sideband soon is lost in the “skirt” of the main carrier. Modulation frequencies of more than 100 KHz would be more readily observed but would still suffer from the 60 dB dynamic range limitation of the SA. Cross modulation up to about -50 dB with modulating frequencies of 1 MHz or so could be checked with the SA.

Harmonic distortion products in a sub-low/low system could be observed to a -55 to -60 dB level by careful use of pre-selectors to prevent generation of distortion products within the SA itself.

(5). Checking Modulation Spectra: Spectra of various modulations are not generally of interest in CATV systems except possibly as an aid to identification of spurious carriers. Use of narrow bandwidth, narrow dispersion modes will display modulation spectra and permit identification of modulation type (FM or AM) and some information on modulation bandwidth.

(6). Checking Spurious Outputs: The wide display range and continuous scanning of the SA permits easy checking of amplifiers and other system components for spurious outputs. Be sure to check for possible internal generation of spurious responses, and use pre-selectors if necessary. The 60 dB dynamic range of the SA permits easy recognition of low level spurious outputs in presence of stronger main signals. Undesired local oscillator radiation is also easily checked and measured with the SA.

(7). Signal Reconnaissance and Field Strength Recording: The wide scanning nature of the SA makes it suitable for signal reconnaissance work. A broad band antenna and preamplifier would be desirable. All carriers in the band of interest would be displayed. Signal strengths could be recorded by using a data camera capable of sequential frame data photography. The camera would be set to photograph the SA screen every minute or at desired intervals.

A standard reference level signal can be mixed in with the test signals to provide continuous calibration. The log mode permits recording a wide dynamic range of signal levels, and the continuous scan display would permit recording of differential fades between channels, and between sound and picture carriers. Intermittent interfering carriers would also be recorded, depending on their relationship to the interval of the data recording camera. Signals from several narrow band antennas and preamplifiers could be combined for simultaneous display on the SA.
VIKOA ADDS PRODUCTS

Vikoa, Inc. has announced development of the firm’s modular 20-channel equipment. The solid-state Futura 20 series will add the capability of eight more channels in mid-range frequencies used for aircraft communications and navigation, at 121 MHz. The manufacturer states that operators currently using Futura equipment can upgrade it to accommodate 20 channels by plugging a Futura 20 module into existing housings.

Vikoa has also added a new videocon camera to its line. The solid-state unit, designated Model ST-903, provides 350 line resolution according to the manufacturer and features 4000 to 1 automatic light compensation. The ST-903 can be switched to either a video or an RF output and comes complete with a standard 1” lens and a Class A vidicon.

For further information on these new products contact Vikoa, Inc., 400 Ninth St., Hoboken, New Jersey 07030.

NEW CABLE FROM TIMES WIRE

A new center conductor fabricated in aluminum with copper coating is now being offered as a standard feature on Times Alumifoam coaxial trunk line cable type JT-1750. The new feature is said to provide stabilization of contraction ratios between center and outer conductors achieved through the use of the same metals. (Outer conductor is also fabricated in aluminum). In addition, the new development affords lighter cable which is said to be easier to handle and to materially reduce the incidence of “pull-out”.

Development of a new 7/8” seamless aluminum-tube sheath drop cable has also been announced by Times Wire & Cable. The cable offers a 15% reduction in attenuation, according to the manufacturer, and has radiation protection comparable to that previously found in Times Alumifoam trunk and feeder cable with the use of matching connectors. The new cable also features a vinyl jacket which is said to be cold-resistant, and to allow greater low-temperature flexibility.

For further information on these new products contact Times Wire & Cable, 358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, Connecticut 06492.

NEW TELEMATION PRODUCTS

A new camera control unit, designated TMV 707, was recently introduced by TeleMation. According to the manufacturer the unit is capable of upgrading most industrial cameras to EIA and broadcast specifications. The controller is designed to distribute power, drive pulses, intercom, and tally voltage to the camera. It includes three source-terminated video outputs, with sync optional on each and a built-in video level meter. The intercom circuit can be used with headsets or as an amplifier system when operated with an external amplifier.

TeleMation has also recently introduced the TMP-205 non-duplication switcher, which permits control of up to twelve output channels in one-minute increments. The drum, programmed with rubber buttons, can be programmed for a week’s programs. A split-minute program-

a minimum tap return loss of 16 dB. Frequency range capability is given as 50 Mc through 220 Mc, with nominal impedance stated as 75 ohms.

Reliable also recently announced a new grounding block, labeled No. 1710.

For further information on these new products contact Reliable Electric Co., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

UNDERGROUND MULTIPLE TAP

A new underground multiple tap has been introduced by Reliable Electric Co. The unit, labeled Type C, is a four-way tap and is furnished in six values of coupling from 10 to 35 dB. Standard “F” type connectors are furnished with each unit for the service drops. According to the manufacturer the unit has a minimum return loss loss of 20 dB with

NON-METALLIC CABLE LASHING

The development of a non-metallic cable lashing “wire” has been announced by General Machine Products. The lashing is labeled Nylash and is made of Du Pont Dynelomat. The new lashing material is said to feature higher strength and longer life than metal wire. It is both rust and corrosion resistant.
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and corrosion proof and, because it is non-metallic, is said to be electrically resistant rather than conductive. According to the manufacturer it is resistant to failures caused by vibration or “dancing” often found in high wind conditions. Nylash stretches slightly while lashing, and is said to return to its original length after lashing.

For further information on this new product contact General Machine Products Co., Inc., Old Lincoln Highway at Pennsylvania Turnpike, Trevose, Pa. 19047.

SINGLE-CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

A new AGC single-channel VHF amplifier, the Powerdrive, has been announced by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories, Inc. The unit is especially designed for use in master TV systems where input signals are low or where long lines must be driven. According to the manufacturer, the Powerdrive is an ideal head-end building block because of its high gain (60dB min) and output (6 volts). The adjustable AGC action of the unit is said to provide stable uniform output and to eliminate the need for separate high-gain and output amplifiers. The Powerdrive also features a -20 dB input monitor jack, a -40 dB output monitor jack, and two outputs which provide for loop-through mixing.

For further information on this new product contact Blonder-Tongue Labs., Inc., 9 Alling St., Newark, New Jersey 07102.

NEW AMPLEX RECORDERS

Ampex Corporation has introduced two new compact videocassette recorders, a closed circuit studio production model with monochrome electronic editing and a portable model. The new recorders are compatible with each other and with previous Ampex videocassette recorders using one-inch-wide tapes. The Model VR-5000, priced at $995, weighs 62 pounds. Frequency response for the unit is given as 30 Hz to 2.5 MHz; horizontal resolution is 250 lines. Video signal-to-noise is given as 40 dB minimum.

The VR-7800 is designed to meet the requirements of industrial and educational closed circuit studio production. It is equipped with monochrome electronic editor and an automatic tension servo. When used with an optional processing amplifier, it is said to meet FCC requirements for monochrome broadcasting. Prices range from $9,500 to $16,500 depending on features. The two units operate at a tape speed of 9.6 inches per second, a writing speed of 1,000 i.p.s., and offer one hour of playing time as well as stop motion.

For further information on these new products contact the Ampex Corporation, Consumer and Educational Products Division, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.

STOP DREAMING

The future of the educated cable technician knows no limits. And for the technically minded man who is determined to do something about his future, NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION INSTITUTE offers that individual the opportunity for his dream to come true. There is today, an acute shortage of technical labor. If you have self-discipline and determination ... NCTI can provide you with the knowledge that will help you immediately in this fast-moving industry. But be ready ... write today for additional information about NCTI and its full-range of courses: CATV Installer/technician, General Electronics & Communications, CATV Chief Technician, CATV Field Engineering, and Microwave Field Engineering.

NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION INSTITUTE
207 N.E. 38TH ST. • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73105

Gentlemen: I am interested in NCTI and would like to obtain additional information about the Institute. Please forward immediately your brochure to my attention.

Name
Firm __________________________ Title __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______
NEW RAYTHEON VIDICON CAMERA

A new transistorized vidicon camera has been introduced by Raytheon Company. The unit, designated Model 605, features a 1" f/1 3/4 lens and three operating controls. It employs a 525-line random interlace and has a resolution of 650 TV lines, (9 MHz bandwidth), according to the manufacturer. Both video and modulated RF output are standard. The $600 unit also features a contrast range of 10 shades of grey.

For further information on this new product contact Raytheon Learning Systems Company, 475 South Dean St., Englewood, N. J.

SCREEN SPLITTER

A special effects generator designed primarily for use in CATV, ETV and industrial television systems is now available from Tele-Mation, Inc. The TSE-100 Screen Splitter mats pictures from two synchronous sources into a single video image. Horizontal split screen, vertical split screen and corner inserts are possible, using either composite or non-composite video sources. According to the manufacturer the TSE-100 and two television cameras can operate with industrial 2:1 interface or full EIA broadcast scanning standards. The RC-100 split-arm horizontal and vertical wipe control is also available for remote control of the unit.

For additional information on this new product contact Tele-Mation, Inc., 2275 South West Temple, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115.

PORTABLE VTR

A new portable videotape recorder has been introduced by Sony Corporation. The unit, designated Videocorder Model DV-2400, utilizes standard ½" tape running at 7½ i.p.s. and works in conjunction with Sony's Model DVC 2400 camera. Tapes made on the DV-2400 can be played back on any Sony 2000 series Videocorder. The unit weighs 12 lbs. and has a recording time of approximately 20 minutes with a 5" reel. The DVC-2400 camera features a top-mounted dynamic microphone and a trigger to operate both camera and recorder. A standard 20 - 80 mm, F-2.5, C-mount, zoom lens is utilized on the 4½ lb. unit along with a miniature viewfinder. Both camera and recorder are solid-state and battery-operated.

For further information on these new products contact Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam St., Long Island City, N. Y. 11101.

ECONOMY WEATHER CHANNEL

Vikoa, Inc. has produced a new economy weather channeloriginator for use in CATV systems and closed circuit TV systems in hotels, motels and schools. Called the Climatecaster, the new unit telescates time, date and weather, plus six advertising, public service or news messages. It consists primarily of a Vikoa ST 1000 vidicon camera focused on a rotating mirror. The mirror, which is the only moving part in the unit, picks up successively the following six positions: a clock, a thermometer, a barometer, a date indicator, and a six-sided rotating card holder which accepts photos, drawings, diagrams and lettering. All of the weather instruments come complete with outdoor sensors. All lighting is internal and the camera can be detached from the Climatecaster for local origination or general studio use. The solid-state camera is said to provide 500-line resolution and 4000 to 1 automatic light compensation. Output is 1.5V peak to peak video or can be switched to RF tunable channels 2 thru 6. It comes complete with a Class A vidicon and a standard one inch lens.

For further information on this new product contact Vikoa, Inc., 400 Ninth St., Hoboken, New Jersey 07030.

VTR CLEANING EQUIPMENT

The Texwipe Company is now marketing an audio-video cleaning kit designed to clean the critical areas of magnetic tape equipment and other electronic components. The kit contains 600 4" x 4" disposable cloths and one 16 ounce aerosol can of "Freon" TF solvent. The can has a removable extension nozzle to pinpoint the spray. The kit lists for $23. For further information on this product contact Texwipe Company, Hillsdale, New Jersey 07642.
The all new Hosken antenna performs to the complete satisfaction of Victoria Cablevision

Can you argue about an antenna that gives complete satisfaction? The all new model HD32-2-13-15 Hosken antenna functions like no other antenna on the CATV scene. It is absolutely the finest antenna ever designed for color TV. Call us collect anytime for further details.

HOSKEN CABLE TV ANTENNAS LTD.
HEAD OFFICE: 335 Frankcom St. • Ajax, Ontario, Canada. BRANCH OFFICE: 601 United Office Bldg. • Niagara Falls, N. Y. TELEPHONE: (416) 942-1232.

Turn your "toughest customer" into your happiest customer. How? Specify Benco. The results...better reception for every subscriber on your system, from the first tapoff to the last home down the line.

We've been in the CATV business since its beginning. Building a reputation for reliable equipment and unexcelled service.

Write or call us. Tell us your requirements. We'll send you data on and help you select the best equipment to meet your needs. Your "toughest customers" will be glad you did.

Benco Television Corporation
U.S. Sales and Factory Service: 724 Bugbee Street
P.O. Box 10068, Jacksonville, Florida 32207
Canada: Benco Television Associates
27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada
OREP RETURN

CATV CONSTRUCTION

Company operating on Nationwide Basis needs experienced CATV Field Engineers. Technicians, Splicers and System Layout Draftsmen. Should be willing to relocate. If you seek top pay and benefits and an opportunity for rapid advancement, write or send resume of background and experience to Dept. T124, TV Communications.

COLOR IT GREEN

the cash, that is, that we pay for photos of CATV subjects. TV Communications pays $20 for any color photo published as the magazine's front cover subject. All photos and negatives will be returned on request, and credit will be given to the photographers whose photos are published.

COLOR IT GREEN

Place your own classified message before the national CATV market... Just fill out the coupon below and mail with your check to TV Communications. Do it today for quick, effective results.

I'd like to reach the entire CATV market with the following classified message in TV Communications:

This ad is to run... month(s).

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TV COMMUNICATIONS

207 N.E. 38th STREET • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105
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For your construction needs call

Artie M. Loftis

LOFTIS CONSTRUCTION, INC.

P.O. Box 992, Athens, Texas 75751
Phone: 214/675-4616

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS

A B C D E

WHEN YOU CALL

A twell for CATV
B Brokerage
C Consulting
D Direct Sales
E Employment Service

Atwell & Associates

5800 North 19th Avenue, Suite 209
Phoenix, Arizona 85015
(602) 265-3846

FOR CATV PERSONNEL OPENINGS NATIONWIDE

EXCLUSIVELY COMPANY PAID FEES!

Send your type-written resume and earnings record today to be confidentially represented to our clients. NO FEE!

SYSTEMS

LOCATION

- MSO Management Exec
- MSO Chief Engineer
- System Managers
- Chief Technician
- Technician/Installer

- Northeast
- Southeast
- Midwest
- Northwest
- Southwest
- West Coast
- East Coast

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
SALARY DESIRED ____________________________

NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN — NO APPLICATIONS TO FILL OUT — NO CHARGE OF ANY TYPE!

Nationwide CATV Personnel Consultants

645 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO 60611
AREA CODE 312-337 5318

ATTENTION CIRCULATION: I wish to order personal copies of the following vital CATV publications. Please begin my subscriptions immediately.

CATV DIRECTORIES

I want to save money by ordering my directories in advance.

EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY (reg. price $6.95) SYSTEMS DIRECTORY (reg. price $8.95)
( ) Find $3.95 enclosed ( ) Find $5.95 enclosed
( ) Bill me $5.95 ( ) Bill me $7.95

TV COMMUNICATIONS

( ) 112 Issues...$8. ( ) 24 Issues...$14. ( ) 36 Issues...$19.

CATV WEEKLY

( ) One year...$33. ( ) Two years...$60.

NAME ____________________________
FIRM NAME ____________________________
TYPE OF BUSINESS ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ___________ STATE ___________ ZIP ___________
To all our many customers and friends may we wish you the warmest of Season's Greetings and many years of Merry Cablecasting.

Another year is being logged as history, but it has been a most enjoyable year at Davco. Enjoyable because we at Davco were given the opportunity to serve so many of you, making 1967 a year to be long remembered.

Our thanks for making this year so successful and from all of us at Davco we wish you a world of happiness and prosperity.

DAVCO
NO OTHER PLACE LIKE IT!
P. O. BOX DRAWER 861
BATESVILLE, ARK. 72501
PHONE 501/743-3816
Jerrod's new Channel Commander II has everything you would look for in a solid-state single-channel processing unit—and then some. For vivid color, for superb black-and-white TV at every subscriber location, start with Commander II's at your head-end.

This completely modularized head-end unit processes and controls any single VHF input channel (2 through 13) and delivers it either as any standard VHF channel (including the original input channel) or as any special VHF channel required by a 20-channel distribution system. Spurious beats are at least 60 db down. Fast-acting IF AGC is keyed to horizontal sync reference. Oscillators are 100% crystal-controlled. Completely compatible with any CATV system head-end, Commander II also features modular construction for easy maintenance and all solid-state circuitry for reliable, economical operation.

Commander II's compact modular construction includes five active modules, only one of which (either the input or the output module) needs to be replaced to change functions. The whole unit takes up only 5 1/2" of vertical rack space when mounted in a standard 19" rack.

New Commander II's will be rolling off production lines in December. Get your order in now to insure early delivery. Write or call CATV Systems Division, Jerrod Electronics Corporation, 401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105. Phone 215-925-9870.
vikoa gets you from franchise to profitable CATV system ..........FAST!

most advanced, reliable cable and equipment

signal surveys

strand map surveys

system design

system promotion

and...we give you service after the system is turned on!

VIKOA INC. • 400 NINTH ST., HOBOKE, N.J. 07030 • N.Y.: (212) 943-5793 • N.J. (201) 656-2020